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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Five-Year Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) has been developed to enable the Big Sky Water & Sewer District (“the
District”) to make informed decisions about upgrades, maintenance, and rehabilitation and replacement (renewal) of
the water system. An evaluation of water sources and the transmission and distribution system was conducted as part
of the CIP. The CIP includes evaluation of the existing system to meet various demand scenarios (avg. day, max. day,
fire demand, etc.) and identify system upgrades to improve system reliability and expand service capacity. The
document reviews the processes, condition, and function of the various well stations as well as transmission and
distribution system capacity, criticality, hydraulics and renewal needs. The CIP assess the performance of assets and
gives recommendations for near-term improvements (i.e. 5-year) while also providing information to aid long-term (i.e.
20-year) planning efforts. Additional evaluation components of the CIP include a water audit to quantify “non-revenue”
water and identify areas in which to improve operating efficiency, a water rights review to identify opportunities and
limitations for new water sources, and available means for funding the proposed improvements.
System Overview
The distribution system consists of several smaller systems that have been integrated to serve two general operating
regions within the District, the Mountain Village and Meadow Village. The Mountain Village supply is derived from a
total of seven wells, five of which are located in the vicinity of Lake Levinsky that feed the Hill Booster Station, and two
that are located further up the valley that are connected to the dedicated transmission line connecting the Hill and
Cascade Booster Stations. The Cascade Booster Station pumps water to the Cascade Tank located at the top of the
service area. From the Cascade Tank, water is supplied to the distribution network with pressure reducing valves
(PRVs) used to manage service pressures throughout the network. The majority of demand (97%) is located in the
lower mountain area (i.e. below the Cascade Booster Station) due to the resort and concentrated developments, along
with demand from the Yellowstone Club.
The Meadow Village supply is currently derived from three wells, with two additional wells planned to be brought online
in 2016. The Meadow Village wells deliver water to the distribution system and fill the 250k Sweetgrass Tank. The 50k
Sweetgrass tank is fed by pumping from the 250k Sweetgrass tank to service residences located above Little Coyote
Road due to the elevated hydraulic grade. Additional storage is provided by the Aspen Grove Tank and Hidden Village
Tank. The Aspen Grove Tank is fed from the Mountain-Meadow transmission line while the Hidden Village Tank is
supplied by the Meadow Village Booster Station. Similar to the Mountain Village system, PRVs are located throughout
the distribution system to control pressures, however, fewer PRVs are needed due to lower elevation variability in the
Meadow Village.
System Recommendations
A system-wide hydraulic model is utilized as the primary means of assessing the performance of the existing system
and proposed upgrades. The majority of the system infrastructure was installed prior to the District’s establishment in
1993 and was designed as discrete systems intended to service individual developments. The system-wide hydraulic
model provides a comprehensive analysis of the inherited infrastructure, along with the additional infrastructure
installed to date, to evaluate the system holistically and identify areas of potential operating efficiencies and system
redundancy. Hydraulic modeling results are also used to verify that Montana Department of Environmental Quality
(DEQ) public water system operating requirements (DEQ, 2014) for present day conditions, along with evaluating
system improvements to expand capacity for future development and demand.
The Mountain Village system is dependent upon two booster stations operating in sequence to provide supply, leaving
the system prone to broad system shutdowns or supply shortages. Additionally, the current system layout requires
pumping all water to the top of the service area while the majority of demand is in the lower mountain area. To improve
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redundancy and pumping costs, the following capital improvement recommendations (and associated costs) are as
follows:
1. Construct 250,000 gallon “mid-mountain” tank in location of old tank above the resort ($522,000);
2. Install H2S treatment for Cascade Wells ($200,000); and
3. Install a backup generator at each booster station ($125,000).
The above recommendations include additional piping and minor reconfigurations to create two parallel systems, the
Lower Mountain system that is primarily serviced by the wells in the vicinity of Lake Levinsky feeding the Hill Booster
Station and proposed mid-mountain tank, and the Upper Mountain system that is primarily serviced by the Cascade
Wells feeding the Cascade Booster Station and existing Cascade Tank. The dual system design provides redundancy
in the event of a system upset (e.g. pump failure, line break, power outage, etc.). In addition, pump electrical
consumption would be significantly reduced, resulting in an estimated operating expense savings of $53,556 per year.
Lastly, the ability to fully utilize the Cascade Wells provides the District the needed capacity to serve planned future
development in the Mountain Village area, or in the near-term, the opportunity to provide an additional 576,000 gallons
per day (GPD) to the Yellowstone Club.
The Meadow Village system currently has adequate service capacity and redundancy that will be further enhanced
with two additional wells planned to be brought online in 2016. However, the fire flow analysis revealed limited capacity
in the Upper Sweetgrass service area (above Little Coyote Road) due to limited storage volume and pressure head
provided by the 50k Sweetgrass Tank. It is recommended that the Upper Sweetgrass area be connected to the Hidden
Village pressure zone, and associated Hidden Village Tank fire storage, by extending the Chief Joseph Road lateral
approximately 400 linear feet to connect to the eight inch main in Little Coyote Road and adding a single PRV. The
estimated cost of improvements is $39,000. Fire flow would approximately double from an average of 750 gpm to 1500
gpm.
Future Development Capacity
The recommended improvements to the Mountain Village system (mid-mountain tank, treatment of Cascade Wells)
provide capacity to service the future Montana Club development and full build-out of the Cascade Subdivision. Service
to the Montana Club would be provided by the Cascade Tank by connecting to the Cascade distribution system above
the PRV located below Rose Bud Loop. No additional pumps or storage tanks are expected to be required to service
the Montana Club. However, additional analyses would be required during final design of distribution piping associated
with the planned development.
There are no planned future developments in the Meadow Village area of the distribution system. Projected Meadow
Village future development capacity relative to DEQ requirements for water source capacity, pumping capacity and
finished water storage capacity was evaluated iteratively to determine the maximum service capacity. It was found that
Meadow Village future maximum service capacity is source limited (i.e. well water availability), rather than storage
limited, based on existing infrastructure. Existing source capacity has the potential to service approximately 65 percent
growth which equates to full buildout capacity being reached by approximately 2035.
Water Audit
Non-revenue water makes up 47.5% of the total water produced in the system. These losses represent a cost of
$232,889 in production costs. To reduce real losses, it is recommended to create district metered areas (DMAs) or
install temporary ultrasonic meters in areas where both supply and metered usage can be isolated and subsequently
evaluated to determine the magnitude of losses that are occurring. Ultrasonic meters are available that strap on to the
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exterior of the pipe such that installation is limited to excavating to expose the pipe and providing safety barricades
during the duration of monitoring. The price of these units typically range from $4,000 to $8,000.
Another option for reducing real losses is to reduce operating pressures, where feasible. System pressures have been
evaluated using the hydraulic model and recommendations are provided that address pressure settings for existing
PRVs and proposed locations for additional PRVs.
Water Rights
A water right review was performed by WGM Group to provide an independent look at the existing water right
documents found in the DNRC database and formulate recommendations to the District on how to proceed in the next
5 years with the idea to better position and preserve the existing water rights. Multiple alternatives are presented (see
Appendix B), with the preferred alternative being for the District to submit a water right change application seeking to
consolidate all the wells into a single broadly defined service area and change the purposes to “municipal”. This will
allow the District the greatest flexibility in both producing groundwater and distribution to various service areas.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND
The Big Sky Sewer and Water District (“the District”) provides drinking water to residential and business customers in
Big Sky, including Big Sky Resort and supplemental water to the Yellowstone Club. The District commissioned
Woodard & Curran, Inc. and WGM Group to conduct a system-wide assessment and develop a Five-Year Capital
Improvement Plan (CIP). The CIP will guide the District’s decision-making on upgrades to improve service capacity,
system redundancy and operating efficiencies.
The District’s transmission and distribution system includes approximately 260,000 linear feet of water mains and over
2,100 metered service connections. System storage includes five active tanks that provide total storage volume of 3.06
million gallons and two dormant tanks with a combined storage of .6 million gallons. Water is supplied exclusively from
groundwater. The District operates 14 wells that provide a total capacity of approximately 2,150 gallons per minute
(gpm), or 3.1 million gallons per day (MGD).
The District’s average day water demand is approximately 0.47 MGD, which increases to approximately 0.83 MGD
during the summer months as irrigation demand increases. Water production is notably higher than demand at
approximately 0.86 MGD for average day conditions and 1.2 MGD during peak demand in summer months. This is
due to non-revenue water such as leakage and unmetered consumption. More details on water demands are presented
in Section 3.2.
The District manages approximately $19,000,000 in water capital assets. Annual water operating expense for fiscal
year 2013-2014 was approximately $1,163,000 while operating revenue was approximately $1,233,000. Based on
production and metered usage for the same period, the variable production cost was $2.13 per thousand gallons and
customer retail unit cost was $5.08 per thousand gallons.

1.2 PURPOSE
The CIP was developed to enable the District to make informed decisions about sustainable upgrades to the water
system. This includes evaluating the ability of the water supply and distribution system to reliably produce and distribute
water to meet current demands and identify means of increased capacity for future developments or expanded service
areas. The CIP assesses the performance of assets and gives recommendations for improvements with associated
cost estimates. Additional evaluation components of the CIP include a water audit to quantify “non-revenue” water and
identify areas in which to improve water conservation and operating efficiency, a water rights review to identify
opportunities and limitations for new water sources, and available means for funding the proposed improvements.
A system-wide hydraulic model is utilized as the primary means of assessing the performance of the existing system
and proposed upgrades. The majority of the system infrastructure was installed prior to the District’s establishment in
1993 and was designed as discrete systems intended to service individual developments. The system-wide hydraulic
model provides a comprehensive analysis of the inherited infrastructure, along with the additional infrastructure
installed to date, to evaluate the system holistically and identify areas of potential operating efficiencies and system
redundancy. Hydraulic modeling results are used to verify that Montana Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)
public water system operating requirements (MDEQ, 2014) for present day conditions, along with evaluating system
improvements to expand capacity for future development and demand.
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2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The Big Sky water system distributes water to approximately 2,100 metered service connections. The distribution
system consists of several smaller systems that have been integrated to serve two general operating regions within
the District, the Mountain Village and Meadow Village. An overview of the Big Sky distribution system infrastructure is
presented in Figure 2-1.

2.1 MOUNTAIN VILLAGE
The Mountain Village supply is derived from a total of seven wells as shown in Table 2-1. Mountain Wells 1, 2, 3, 4 and
7 are located in proximity to Lake Levinsky and feed the Hill Booster Station. Mountain Wells 5 and 6 (aka Cascade
Wells) are located further up the valley and are connected to the dedicated transmission line between the Hill Booster
Station and Cascade Booster Station. Under current operating conditions, four wells (MTN-1, MTN-2, MTN-4 & MTN7) are used to provide year-round supply of approximately 500 gpm, while the Cascade Wells are used to supplement
the supply during high demand periods (i.e. irrigation months). Table 2-1 provides a summary of Mountain Village
infrastructure and is organized in the general sequence of how water is delivered within the Mountain Village System.
Refer to Figure 2-1 for an illustration of the Mountain Village system layout.

Table 2-1: Mountain Village Infrastructure
Facility

Type

Capacity

Elevation

MTN-1

Well

250 gpm

7450’

MTN-2

Well

70 gpm

7445’

MTN-3

Well

0 gpm

MTN-4

Well

110 gpm

7465’

MTN-7

Well

260 gpm

7450’

Pumps w/
Clearwell

650 gpm*

MTN-5

Well

MTN-6

Hill Booster
Station

7435’

Notes

Restored/replaced capacity estimated
as 80 to 180 gpm (WGS, 2015)

7450’

Two pumps rated at 580 gpm @ 129
psi, no backup generator

180 gpm

7525’

Detectable H2S odor

Well

450 gpm

7555’

Detectable H2S odor

Cascade
Booster Station

Pumps w/
Clearwell

900 gpm

7715’

Two pumps rated at 450 gpm @ 225
psi, no backup generator

Cascade Tank

Steel Tank

1.5 M gal

8170’

Built in 1998. Good operating
condition.

White Butte
Booster

Pump

35 psi

8170’

Pressure booster pump for upper
Cascade pressure zone

Mountain
Village Tank

Steel Tank

500k gal

Lone Moose
Wells (2)

Wells

<50 gpm

Lone Moose
Tank

Concrete
Tank

450k gal

7710’

Out of service

6845’

Two wells currently online but not inservice

7260’

Built in 2000. Leakage concerns. Out
of service

* Combined pumping max capacity is notably less than the pump rating curves.
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Figure 2-1: Existing System Overview
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EXISTING SYSTEM OVERVIEW
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The distribution network is fed entirely by the Cascade Tank. The Hill Booster Station pumps water approximately 265
feet in elevation from the lower Mountain Wells to the Cascade Booster Station, and the Cascade Booster Station
pumps this water (plus contributions from the Cascade Wells) an additional 455 feet (approx.) to the Cascade Tank.
From the Cascade Tank, water is supplied to the distribution network with pressure reducing valves (PRVs) used to
manage service pressures throughout the network. The White Horse Booster Station is used to increase pressures
along the distribution line at the upper end of the service area (i.e. Little Thunder Road). The Mountain Village system
includes approximately 15.5 miles of distribution pipe ranging from six inches to fourteen inches in diameter. The
system includes a connection to the Yellowstone Club (YC) to facilitate delivery of water that supplements YC’s internal
supply. The Mountain Village system also includes a 500k gallon storage tank above the resort that is presently out of
service due to structural integrity concerns.
There is an eight inch transmission line that connects the Mountain Village to the Meadow Village. The transmission
line facilitates delivery of Mountain Village water to the meadow but not vice versa. Approximately mid-span of the
transmission line, the Lone Moose development draws supply to service a small group of condos. This development
has two wells and a storage tank that were initially installed to service the condos prior to connection to the transmission
line. This infrastructure remains online but is out of service due to limited demand in this area and low well production.

2.2 MEADOW VILLAGE
The Meadow Village supply is currently derived from three wells, with two additional wells planned to be brought online
in the immediate future (see Table 2-2). There are also a number of small wells currently online that are not actively
utilized (i.e. Lone Moose, Aspen Grove, Hidden Village and Blue Grouse wells) due to water quality issues and relatively
low production. Table 2-2 provides a summary of all wells, booster stations, and storage tanks associated with the
Meadow Village system (including out of service infrastructure).
Under current operating conditions, the majority of the Meadow Village is supplied by three wells (MV-1, MV-2, MV-3)
which have a combined capacity of approximately 550 gpm. The Meadow Village wells deliver water to the distribution
system and fill the 250k gallon Sweetgrass Tank. The 50k gallon Sweetgrass tank is fed by pump from the 250k gallon
Sweetgrass tank to service residences located above Little Coyote Road. The elevation of these residences is too
high to be fed by the 250k gallon Sweetgrass Tank. Additional storage is provided by the Aspen Grove Tank and
Hidden Village Tank. The Aspen Grove Tank is fed from the Mountain-Meadow transmission line while the Hidden
Village Tank is supplied by the Meadow Village Booster Station. The Meadow Village system includes approximately
21 miles distribution pipe ranging from four inches to twelve inches in diameter. PRVs are located throughout the
distribution system to control pressures.
Construction has commenced to bring wells MV-4 and MV-5 online for 2016 operation. The addition of these wells is
expected to increase supply from approximately 550 gpm to 1,000 gpm. Additional improvements include the
installation of pipe to create a “collection manifold” to consolidate supply from all five Meadow wells and to provide UV
treatment within the expanded Spotted Elk Well House. As a result, the majority of water within the Meadow Village
system will be treated, with the only exception being the relatively small amount of water delivered from the MountainMeadow transmission line that supplies the Aspen Grove Tank.
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Table 2-2: Meadow Village Infrastructure
Facility

Type

Capacity

Elevation

MV-1

Well

260 gpm

6250’

MV-2

Well

190 gpm

6260’

MV-3

Well

100 gpm

6275’

MV-4

Well

225 gpm

6225’

Online in 2016

MV-5

Well

225 gpm

6275’

Online in 2016

Spotted Elk
Well House

Well house
(Treatment)

550 gpm
(1000 gpm)

6245’

Meadow wells 1-3 provide 550 gpm.
Addition of wells 4 & 5 will increase
supply to 1000 gpm

250k
Sweetgrass
Tank

Steel Tank

250k gal

Sweetgrass
Booster

Pump

400 gpm

50k
Sweetgrass
Tank

Steel Tank

50k gal

Hidden Village
Booster

Pumps

250 gpm

Hidden Village
Tank

Concrete
Tank

1 MG

Aspen Grove
Tank

Steel Tank

200k gal

Auxiliary Wells
(6)

Wells

<150 gpm
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Notes

Built in 1971. Inspected in 2003 and
recommended maintenance completed.
Two pumps rated at 200 gpm @ 85 psi,
backup generator
Built in 1971. Inspected in 2003 and
recommended maintenance completed.
Two pumps rated at 125 gpm @ 140 psi,
no backup generator
Built in 2003. Good operating condition.
Built in 1997. Good operating condition.
Six wells currently online but not inservice
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3. HYDRAULIC MODELING REVIEW
This section provides a summary of collected data, evaluation criteria and hydraulic model findings. The District will be
able to use the updated computer model as a planning tool to assess the potential impact of proposed developments
and system improvements prior to their construction, as well as use it for water quality and asset management
purposes. The computer model can be used for many non-traditional purposes such as reviewing flow, pressure and
potential water quality concerns like water age.

3.1 SUMMARY OF PRIOR MODEL DEVELOPMENT
There have been several hydraulic models developed for different portions of the Big Sky distribution system. The
previous model developments, with the portion of the distribution system included are presented in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1: Big Sky Distribution System Prior Models
Facility

Type

Installation Date

Allied Engineering

1998

Lower Mountain/Meadow Village

Neil Consulting

1998

Meadow Village

Morrison Maierle

1999

Upper Mountain/Cascade

Unknown

2005

Lower Mountain/Meadow Village

HKM

2007

Lower and Upper Mountain

The most recent version of the hydraulic model was developed in 2007 and includes all major system components.
The model was calibrated during the 2007 update, and C-factors were assigned to all pipes.
There have not been any known updates to the entire system model since it was developed in 2007. The Big Sky
distribution system model was updated as part of this study to reflect existing system conditions, and assess the
system’s capacity to meet projected demands. For the model update, it was assumed that the C-factors for all pipes
were the same as those developed in the 2007 calibration. Model accuracy was confirmed using system SCADA
information and field data collected, as discussed in the following sections.

3.2 DATA COLLECTION AND ASSUMPTIONS
The 2007 system model developed by HKM was used as a basis for the model update, and was geo-located to correctly
represent the spatial location of the system. Additional GIS information, including parcel data was provided by the
District, along with a summary of system operations. Elevation data was provided based on the National Elevation
Dataset 10 meter DEM file. All data was imported into Bentley’s WaterGEMS software for the development of the
hydraulic model.

3.2.1 Demand Development and Allocation
Quarterly billing data was provided for 2011 through 2014 for each customer within the Big Sky distribution system.
Monthly production data was provided for the water supplied by the Mountain Village wells, Meadow Village Wells,
Lone Moose Wells (through August 2014), along with Yellowstone Club metered usage.
Three demand scenarios were developed, the annual average day demand (ADD), non-irrigation ADD, and maximum
day demand (MDD). The non-irrigation ADD represents an average day demand during the non-irrigation season, and
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is an average of customer demands from the first and fourth quarters (January, February, March, October, November,
and December).
The billing data for each account was used as a basis for the spatial distribution of the demands. Spatial distributions
were developed for the ADD, non-irrigation ADD, and MDD. Since only quarterly billing data was available, the MDD
spatial demand distribution was assumed to be the demand distribution from Q3, as this includes the month of August.
A summary of billing data system demands for all scenarios is presented in Table 3-2.

Table 3-2: Big Sky Water System Billing Data Demands
Demand Scenario

Billing Data Demand

ADD

470,481 GPD

Non-Irrigation ADD

332,757 GPD

Q3 (MDD)

861,490 GPD

Additional demand associated with non-revenue water (NRW) is accounted for by comparing the monthly production
data and billing data (production – supply = NRW) as shown in Table 3-3.

Table 3-3: Non-Revenue Water Calculation
Production Data

Billing Data
Demand

NRW

ADD

828,079 GPD

470,481 GPD

357,598 GPD (43%)

Non-Irrigation ADD

689,261 GPD

332,757 GPD

356,504 GPD (52%)

1,203,701 GPD

861,490 GPD

342,211 GPD (28%)

Demand Scenario

Q3 (MDD)

To account for NRW for each of the demand scenarios and evenly distribute NRW throughout the network, a 76%
increase was applied to each of the customer demands in the ADD, a 107% increase was applied to each of the
customer demands in the non-irrigation ADD, and a 40% increase was applied to each of the customer demands in
the Q3 (MDD).
The Q3 (MDD) represents an average maximum day demand. To approximate a single maximum day demand, a
peaking factor of 1.5 was applied to the Q3 (MDD). This correlates with MDD estimates provided in the Water Source
Capacity Plan (WGS, 2015)
A summary of all demand scenarios input to the model is presented in Table 3-4.

Table 3-4: Big Sky Water System Demands Applied in Hydraulic Model
Demand Scenario
ADD

828,076 GPD

Non-Irrigation ADD

689,261 GPD

MDD
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Finally, the accounts were georeferenced in ArcGIS based on parcel data and spatial coordinates for each account.
The customer demands and NRW were then applied to the nearest junction in the model to ensure demands are
accurately distributed throughout the distribution network.

3.2.2 Diurnal Curve Development
SCADA information was available for tank levels, but no information was available for pump output, so system-specific
diurnal curves were not developed. Typical residential and commercial diurnal curves were applied to residential and
commercial system demands. The billing data provided by Big Sky does not differentiate between residential and
commercial users. The system primarily consists of residential users with only a few commercial users. Areas of the
system with commercial users were identified based on aerial images and discussions with Big Sky personnel. The
commercial diurnal curve was applied to demands at junctions in the model in areas with known commercial demands.
The residential diurnal curve was applied to the remainder of demands in the system.
The residential and commercial diurnal curves used in the model are presented in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1: Diurnal Curves
NRW was split into two categories. It was assumed that half of Big Sky’s NRW could be attributed to meter
inaccuracies, and the other half was assumed to be actual losses, which includes flushing, fire fighting, leaks, and
water main breaks. Meter inaccuracies were assumed to follow the residential diurnal curve since these losses would
be incurred by the system at the same rate as residential use. Actual Losses were assumed to occur at a fixed rate.

3.2.3 Peak Hour Demand
The system’s peak hour occurs as a result of varying use throughout the day. As is typical with other systems that
consist mostly of residential users, the peak hour demand occurs in the morning. The system’s peak hour demand
was calculated by applying the largest multiplier in the residential diurnal curve to all customer and NRW demands in
the MDD. The largest multiplier is 1.89 and occurs at 7 am. The multiplier from the residential diurnal curve was used
since the system primarily consists of residential users, and this demand pattern drives system demand. The Big Sky
peak hour demand is estimated to be 2,372.63 gpm.
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3.3 MODEL VERIFICATION
Model was verified using SCADA data to estimate time for tank cycles, PRV pressure data provided by Big Sky, and
data loggers. PRV locations are presented in Figure 2-1.
PRV upstream pressures provided by Big Sky were compared to model results for the ADD. All PRVs in the Big Sky
distribution system, with approximate upstream pressure and modeled results for upstream pressure are presented in
Table 3-6.

Table 3-5: Big Sky PRV Upstream Pressures and Model Results
PRV Location

Size

Upstream
Pressure

Model
Results

Upper Mountain PRVs
Rising Bull Road

6 in

240 psi

230 psi

Jack Creek Road/White Grass Road – West

6 in

210 psi

196 psi

Jack Creek Road/White Grass Road – East

6 in

210 psi

196 psi

Jack Creek Road/Swift Bear Road – West

6 in

180 psi

175 psi

Jack Creek Road/Swift Bear Road – East

6 in

180 psi

175 psi

Jack Creek Road/Beehive Basin Road

12 in

White Otter Road

8 in

Jack Creek Road/Rising Bull Road

6 in

Speaking Eagle/Beehive Basin Road

6 in

140 psi

138 psi

Buffalo Hide (Powder Ridge)

8 in

140 psi

254 psi

Moose Ridge Road/Rising Bull Road

6 in

140 psi

120 psi

Low Dog Road/Black Eagle Y

6 in

160 psi

145 psi

Mountain to Meadow Vault – Upstream

6 in

290 psi

263 psi

Mountain to Meadow Vault – Downstream

6 in

155 psi

146 psi

Inactive
230 psi

261 psi
Inactive

Lower Mountain PRVs
McBride Lane

6 in

150 psi

157 psi

Pine Drive/Spruce

6 in

170 psi

184 psi

Looking Glass/Two Moons

6 in

160 psi

202 psi

Pine Drive/Cedar

6 in

180 psi

202 psi

Andesite Road/Spur Road

6 in

160 psi

176 psi

Moose Ridge Condos

6 in

150 psi

140 psi

Nordic Lane/Andesite Road

8 in

160 psi

102 psi

Autumn Trail (Upper Mountain Transmission Line)

6 in

170 psi

185 psi

Brownstone Subdivision

6 in

160 psi

160 psi
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Field testing for model development included the deployment of two data loggers, one in the Upper Mountain area, and
one in the Meadow Village area. The first data logger, ATL 1, was deployed in the Meadow Village at the intersection
of Curley Bear Road and Two Moons Road from August 5, 2015 to August 8, 2015. A comparison of data logger output
and model results for ATL1 is presented in Figure 3-2. Modeled results for the MDD were used as a comparison for
data logger output, since the data loggers were deployed during August, which is part of the peak irrigation season.
The durations of approximately 10 psi deviation are assumed to be associated with the Meadow Village booster station
turning on, which draws flow from the distribution system in the vicinity of the data logger that would result in pressures
lower than that calculated in the model.
70
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Figure 3-2: Data Logger Output
The second data logger, ATL 2, was deployed in the upper mountain area on Bison Run from August 15, 2015 to
August 18, 2015. Output from the data logger showed significantly lower pressures than that identified in the model.
A static reading was subsequently taken in the Big Horn Condo area showing approximately 125 psi. The modeled
pressure for ADD existing conditions in this area is in the 120 to 140 psi range, generally corresponding with the static
readings.
Model results are in line with the measured pressure and SCADA data, confirming general accuracy of the model.
Discrepancies between field data and model output exist because field data represents a single point in time, while an
aggregate was used for model development. The model could be further refined by performing hydrant tests throughout
the system to provide additional calibration data, but for the purposes of the CIP, the model accuracy is considered
adequate.
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3.4 MODELING ANALYSES DEFINITIONS
The model includes all pumps, water storage facilities and all distribution system pipes available in the District’s GIS
data, along with supplemental data and information as coordinated with the District’s operations personnel.
The water distribution system was analyzed using several methods:
•

Steady state – This analysis was conducted to study system-wide pressures at a single moment in time with
an assigned operating condition and a constant demand.

•

Extended period simulation – This analysis was conducted to examine the water distribution system under
the varying conditions of changing demand throughout the day. Diurnal demand curves are used to represent
demands by residential and non-residential customers throughout the day. Initial conditions and pump
operations are examined to reflect operating conditions for average day and maximum day demands over a
24-hour period.

•

Fire flow – This analysis was conducted to assess the distribution system’s ability to deliver fire flows under
maximum day demand conditions, while maintaining a residual pressure of 20 pounds per square inch (psi).
Water distribution systems are generally designed to meet maximum day plus fire flow demands.

3.5 EVALUATION CRITERIA
Typical and recommended operating standards, such as those listed by AWWA, were used to ensure that an adequate
level of service is provided to all the District’s customers. These criteria include pressure, velocity, head loss and fire
flow. Recommended ranges are discussed in comparison to modeling results to identify areas of potential
improvements.
Montana Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) public water system operating requirements (MDEQ, 2014) are
established to ensure that the water system has adequate redundancy for both water source capacity and delivery (i.e.
pump redundancy) and that adequate finished water storage is provided to meet maximum expected flow rates and
volume for average day demand and fire flow. Relevant DEQ public water system operating requirements to be
evaluated are listed below:
•

•

•

Ground Water Source Capacity
o Must equal or exceed the design maximum day demand with the largest producing well out of
service.
Pumping Stations
o Must contain a minimum of two pumps such that max day flow, exclusive of fire flow, can be
satisfied (i.e. supplied) with the largest pump out of service.
o With all pumps in service, must be able to provide (i.e. supply) the max day plus fire flow demand.
Finished Water Storage
o Volume must satisfy all system demands occurring on the maximum day, plus a fire flow demand.
o Minimum allowable storage must be equal to the average day demand, plus a fire flow demand.

Given that the District’s system is composed of multiple service areas (Mountain Village, Lone Moose, Aspen Groves,
etc.) that operate both individually and holistically, DEQ requirements are evaluated based on the individual wells,
pumps and tanks required to deliver water to individual service areas accordingly.
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3.6 EXISTING CONDITIONS ANALYSIS
The existing Big Sky distribution system was evaluated through the following scenarios to identify areas of concern:
•

Existing #1:Average Day Demand – Steady State

•

Existing #2: Average Day Demand – 72-hour Extended Period Simulation

•

Existing #3: Maximum Day Demand – Steady State

•

Existing #4: Maximum Day Demand – 24-hour Extended Period Simulation

•

Existing #5: Maximum Day Demand – Maximum day plus fire flow demand

•

Existing #6: Peak Hour Demand – Steady State

3.6.1 Pressures
AWWA recommends a pressure range from 35 to 100 psi under normal operating conditions. Pressures within this
range should be available during all types of demand conditions and scenarios. The maximum recommended pressure
is based on limitations of household appliances, such as water heaters, which can withstand up to 130 psi without the
need for a pressure regulator.
Average day minimum pressures ranged between 13.7 psi and 264 psi. All system minimum pressures less than 20
psi were at the base of the storage tanks, or remote transmission lines. All water lines supplying customer demands
have a minimum pressure above the AWWA recommended minimum pressure of 35 psi. Pressure regulating valves
are provided at service connections in high pressure areas.
Approximately half junctions in the model have a maximum average day pressure in excess of 100 psi. The high
pressures are a result of significant elevation changes throughout the system. Average day maximum pressures are
presented in Figure 3-3.

3.6.2 Velocities
Establishing a recommended range for velocities within the piping network is related to maintaining system water
quality. Pipes with inadequate velocities may result in decreased water quality and/or bacterial growth. Excessive
velocities are associated with increased head loss due to pipe friction. AWWA recommends a maximum velocity of 5
feet per second (fps) and a minimum of 0.1 fps at average day demand condition. These standards are based on
sustained velocities for long stretches of pipes.
Pipe velocities were found to be within acceptable ranges for the entire the distribution system for the ADD, MDD, and
Non-Irrigation ADD demand scenarios.

3.6.3 Head loss
Pipes with high head loss generally cannot deliver optimum pressures to downstream customers. These pipes may be
undersized for the amount of water flowing through them, have excessive velocities and/or accumulated material within
the pipe that increases roughness within the pipe. AWWA recommends a maximum head loss of 10 ft/1000 ft for
distribution pipes and 3 ft/1000 ft for transmission lines 16-inch or greater. Areas where head loss rates exceed the
recommended standards are examined on a case-by-case basis.
Head loss was found to be within acceptable ranges for the entire distribution system for the ADD, MDD, and NonIrrigation ADD demand scenarios.
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3.6.1 Fire Flow
Water demands for public fire protection in Montana are typically based on guidelines of the International Fire Code
(IFC). The IFC defines Fire Flow as the flow rate of water supply, measured at 20 psi residual pressure that is available
for fire fighting. For one and two family dwelling units, having a building area less than 3,600 square feet, the minimum
recommended fire flow is 1,000 gpm for 1 hour. This recommendation may be reduced by 50% in homes with automatic
sprinklers. For buildings other than one and two family dwellings, fire flow is based on building size and type of
construction. Fire flow recommendations for these building types range from 1,500 gpm for a two hour duration, up to
8,000 gpm for a four hour duration. This recommendation may be reduced by up to 75%, to a minimum of 1,500 gpm
for the recommended duration, if automatic sprinklers are provided. In addition, the Gallatin and Madison County
Subdivision Regulations each have regulations related to fire protection. For residential subdivisions greater than 50
lots, Gallatin County requires fire protection of 1,000 gpm for a two hour duration. Lastly, AWWA recommends a
minimum fire flow of 500 gpm at 20psi for residential areas with single family homes spaced more than 100 feet apart,
which describes the majority of the Big Sky distribution system.
The IFC also provides recommendations for fire hydrant spacing. For a fire flow of less than 1,750 gpm, average
spacing between hydrants is 500 feet. For fire flows of 1,750 to 2,500, the average hydrant spacing is 450 feet.
It is assumed that multi-family and commercial building will have sprinkler system, allowing for a reduced fire flow rate.
With the mixture of single family residential, multi-family residential and commercial land uses, the following fire flows
are desirable within the Big Sky water system.

Table 3-6: Fire Flow Requirements
Land Use

Fire Fire Flow Rate

Fire Flow Duration

Fire Hydrant Spacing

Single Family Residential

1,000 gpm

2 hours

500 feet

Multi-Family Residential

2,000 gpm

4 hours

450 feet

Commercial

2,000 gpm

4 hours

450 feet

Fire flow was modeled by performing a nodal analysis to determine the available fire flow rate during ADD conditions
while maintaining a residual pressure of 20 psi. Modeled results for available fire flow are presented in Figure 3-4 and
are representative of peak fire flow since tanks are assumed to be full. Given the available storage throughout the
system, fire flows are not expected to decrease significantly for fire flow durations up to 4 hours, with the Upper
Sweetgrass service area being the only exception due to the limited storage capacity.
Available fire flows in the system range from 550 gpm to fire flow availability in excess of 5,000 gpm. The majority of
the system is capable of providing fire flows in excess of 1,000 gpm. The most limited fire flow availability is in the area
of the distribution system fed by the Sweetgrass 50,000 gallon tank. Fire flow availability in this area ranges from 550
gpm to 950 gpm. Furthermore, the duration in which fire flows can be maintained is limited (< 1 hour) due to the
relatively small tank size. As such the Upper Sweetgrass area does not meet IFC and Gallatin County fire flow criteria,
but does meet AWWA recommended minimum fire flow.
An expanded study is recommended to evaluate individual service areas and land use types to better identify fire flow
limitations as they relate to building types and fire hydrant locations.
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Figure 3-3: Existing Conditions Maximum Pressure
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Figure 3-4: Existing Conditions Fire Flow Availability
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3.6.2 Montana DEQ Requirements
Hydraulic modeling results are used to verify that Montana Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) public water
system operating requirements (MDEQ, 2014). Specifically, the following criteria is evaluated:
•

•

•

Ground Water Source Capacity
o Must equal or exceed the design maximum day demand with the largest producing well out of
service.
Pumping Stations
o Must contain a minimum of two pumps such that max day flow, exclusive of fire flow, can be
satisfied with the largest pump out of service.
o With all pumps in service, must be able to provide the max day plus fire flow demand.
Finished Water Storage
o When serving as a supplement to source capacity, volume must satisfy all system demands
occurring on the maximum day, plus a fire flow demand.
o Minimum allowable storage must be equal to the average day demand, plus a fire flow demand.

Given that the District’s system is composed of multiple service areas (Mountain Village, Lone Moose, Aspen Groves,
etc.) that operate both individually and holistically, DEQ requirements are evaluated based on the individual wells,
pumps and tanks required to deliver water to those service areas.
Mountain Village, Lone Moose, Aspen Groves
The Upper Mountain portion of the Big Sky distribution system consists of the Mountain Village, Lone Moose and Aspen
Grove service areas (see Figure 2-1) which are all served by the Cascade storage tank. The Cascade tank is supplied
by seven wells (MTN-1 through MTN-7), the largest of which is 450 gpm (MTN-6), and two booster stations containing
four pumps, the largest of which is also 450 gpm (Cascade Booster). As demonstrated below, the Upper Mountain
portion of the Big Sky distributions system is compliant with Montana DEQ public water supply criteria.
•

Ground Water Source Capacity: Based on the well capacities presented in Table 2-1, the largest well in the
Upper Mountain portion of the system is MT6, with a capacity of 450 gpm. The total combined supply
capacity of the other active wells is 870 gpm. The total maximum day demand for the Upper Mountain
system, including the Lone Moose and Aspen Groves area is approximately 500 gpm, so the ground water
source capacity exceeds the maximum day demand with the largest well out of service.

•

Pumping Stations: All pumping stations in the Upper Mountain service area have a minimum of two pumps.
The largest pump in the Upper Mountain system are the two 450 gpm pumps at the Cascade Booster
Station. If one of the two Cascade pumps is out of service, additional supply must be provided by the 1.5
MG Cascade Tank. Pressure above 20 psi can be maintained for all customers for approximately 110
hours, or 4.5 days, if one of the Cascade pumps is out of service. It should be noted that it is unlikely that
the system will experience more than one maximum day demand in a row, so the storage capacity in the
tank is likely to last longer than the estimated 4.5 days.

•

Finished Water Storage: The Cascade Storage tank serves as a source capacity supplement for the
Mountain Village and Cascade wells. The maximum day demand for the Upper Mountain Service area
including the Lone Moose and Aspen Groves service area is approximately 500 gpm, or 720,000 gpd. The
required fire storage is 2,000 gpm for 2 hours, or 240,000. The minimum required storage (MDD plus fire
storage) for the Cascade tank is 960,000. The existing 1.5 MG Cascade tank has adequate storage
capacity to provide for the maximum day demand and fire flow requirement.
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The Upper Mountain service areas adequately address DEQ redundancy and storage requirements. However, the
transmission of water to the Cascade Tank relies on a single conveyance path and multiple pump stations in series.
The Mountain Village pump stations currently do not have backup generators such that a power outage could potentially
eliminate all means to supply the Cascade Tank. Similarly, a break in the transmission line or a booster station
mechanical failure impacting both pumps would eliminate supply. In this type of event, the Cascade Tank would only
be able to meet ADD for approximately 4 days and MDD for approximately 2 days. Recommendations are provided in
Section 4 that provide for parallel systems and backup power that significantly reduce the scale of potential system
upset.
Meadow Village
The Meadow Village portion of the Big Sky distribution system consists of the Meadow (i.e. golf course area), Hidden
Village, Upper Sweetgrass, and Town Center area services zones (see Figure 2-1) which are served by the 250k
Sweetgrass tank, 50k Sweetgrass tank, and Hidden Village tank. The three tanks are all supplied by three wells (MV1, MV-2, and MV-3), with two additional wells planned to be brought online in the immediate future (MV-4 and MV-5).
Under current operating conditions, the majority of the Meadow, Hidden Village, Upper Sweetgrass, and Town Center
areas are supplied by the Meadow Village wells, with supplemental capacity available from the Mountain-Meadow
transmission line. The three primary wells (MV-1, MV-2, and MV-3) have a combined capacity of approximately 550
gpm, with well MV-1 having the greatest capacity of 260 gpm. These wells deliver water to the distribution system and
fill the 250k Sweetgrass Tank. The 50k Sweetgrass tank is fed by pump from the 250k Sweetgrass tank to service
residences located above Little Coyote Road due to the elevated hydraulic grade. Additional storage is provided by the
Hidden Village Tank. The Aspen Grove Tank is fed from the Mountain-Meadow transmission line, and does not have
a significant active storage volume, and was not included in the analysis of compliance with Montana DEQ regulations.
The Hidden Village Tank is supplied by the Meadow Village Booster Station which has two pumps rated at 125 gpm
each. As demonstrated below, the Meadow Village portion of the Big Sky distributions system is compliant with
Montana DEQ public water supply criteria.
•

Ground Water Source Capacity: Based on the well capacities presented in Table 2-2, the largest well in the
Lower Mountain portion of the system is MV-1, with a capacity of 260 gpm. The total combined supply capacity
of the other active wells is 290 gpm. The total maximum day demand for the Meadow Village system is
approximately 760 gpm, so the groundwater source capacity for the Meadow Village wells does not exceed
the maximum day demand in the Meadow Village system. The Meadow Village system is already partially
supplied by the Mountain Village wells, so in the event that the MV-1 well one is out of service, the maximum
day demand can be met with additional capacity supplied by the Mountain Village wells. The construction of
two new Meadow Village wells, which will be complete in 2016 will also provide additional capacity.

•

Pumping Stations: All pumping stations in the Meadow Village system have a minimum of two pumps.
Maximum day demand conditions are met with only one pump operating in each pump station. So if any of
the pumps in the Lower Mountain system were out of service, the maximum demand condition is satisfied.

•

Finished Water Storage: The 250k Sweetgrass tank, 50k Sweetgrass tank, and Hidden Village tank do not
serve as a capacity supplement for the Meadow Village system portion of the distribution system, as additional
capacity beyond the Meadow Village Wells’ yield is provided by the Mountain Village Wells. Therefore, the
tanks must be sized to meet average day demands plus the required fire flow. Required fire storage is
assumed to be 2,000 gpm for 2 hours (240,000 gallons).
o

250k Sweetgrass Tank: The area served by this tank is the Meadow service area. The average day
demand is 194 gpm, or 279,360 gpd. The 250k Sweetgrass tank does not have stand-alone capacity
that meets the average day demand and fire flow, however the 1MG Hidden Village Tank provides
supplemental storage for the Meadow service area to meet the average day demand and fire flow.
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o

50k Sweetgrass Tank: The area served by this tank is the Upper Sweetgrass service area. The
average day demand is 18.5 gpm, or 26,640 gallons. The 50k Sweetgrass tank does not have standalone capacity that meets the average day demand and fire flow, however the 250k Sweetgrass tank
provides supplemental storage for the Upper Sweetgrass service area to meet the average day
demand and fire flow.

o

Hidden Village Tank: The area served by the Hidden Village Tank includes the Hidden Village service
area and the Town Center service area. The combined average day demand for the two service
zones is approximately 76 gpm or 109,440 gpd. The required fire storage is 240,000 gallons, for a
total minimum storage of approximately 350,000 gallons. The Hidden Village tank capacity of 1 MG
exceeds the required minimum.

3.6.3 Existing Condition Summary
This section summarizes findings from the Existing Condition hydraulic analyses and identifies areas of potential
system enhancement. Additional information regarding system enhancement and model results for improved system
performance are discussed in Section 4.0 System Improvements.
Existing Condition model results indicate that the system has excessive pressures due to the significant variation in
elevation throughout the District’s service area. The average system pressure is approximately 100 psi and is likely a
contributing factor to additional operating expense associated with line maintenance and non-revenue water (see
Section 5.1) in the Big Sky distribution system, as water loss as a result of leaks increases under higher pressure
conditions. Adjustments to the existing PRVs, along with addition of PRVs in select locations, can be used to lower
pressures in order to help manage leakage and reduce maintenance.
Evaluations of flow velocity and head loss through the network indicate that distribution piping is adequately sized and
no pipe segments were identified as warranting replacement.
Available fire flows in the system range from 550 gpm to fire flow availability in excess of 5,000 gpm. The majority of
the system is capable of providing fire flows in excess of 1,000 gpm. The most limited fire flow availability is in the area
of the distribution system fed by the Sweetgrass 50,000 gallon tank. Fire flow availability in this area ranges from 550
gpm to 950 gpm. Furthermore, the duration is which fire flows can be maintained is limited (< 1 hour) due to the
relatively small tank size.
The Mountain Village system meets DEQ requirements for water source capacity, pumping, and finished storage.
However, there are some areas in the system where improved redundancy is recommended. The system is currently
setup such that all water produced is conveyed via a single transmission line, with two booster stations, to a single
storage tank at the upper most elevation of the service area. Recommendations are provided in the Section 4.0 to add
a “mid-mountain” storage tank, which in effect will create two discrete systems that can also supplement each other.
The design significantly improves redundancy in addition to providing more efficient pumping and expanded capacity
for future development.
The Meadow Village meets all DEQ requirements. In addition, there will be an increase in source capacity when wells
MV-4 and MV-5 are brought online in 2016. To aid the District in long term planning efforts (i.e. 20-year plus horizon),
additional evaluation is provided in Section 4.3.2 to quantify the expanded capacity provided by the additional wells.
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4. SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS
The hydraulic model was used to identify system deficiencies as related to DEQ operating requirements, and potential
infrastructure and operational improvements. The following sections present capital improvement recommendations
and associated hydraulic analyses to quantify system enhancement. Additionally, an evaluation of system capacity is
provided to assist the District in planning for future demand (i.e. 20-year plus horizon). Capital improvements addressed
in this section include the following:
•

Pressure management to reduce leakage and maintenance;

•

Mountain Village system improvements (mid-mountain tank, H2S treatment, backup generators, future
development capacity); and

•

Meadow Village system improvements (Upper Sweetgrass fire flow, future development capacity).

4.1 PRESSURE MANAGEMENT
A significant portion of the Big Sky distribution system has maximum average day pressures greater than 100 psi.
Pressures in excess of 100 psi can cause damage to plumbing fixtures, increased break frequency and likely
contributes to the high percentage of NRW (See Section 5.1, Water Audit).
The installation of additional PRVs to create additional pressure zones would help minimize overall system pressures.
The addition of 6 new PRVs throughout the distribution system would help Big Sky manage some of the higher pressure
areas within the distribution system. Additionally, reducing pressure settings on existing PRVs would help to reduce
pressures. The preliminary proposed locations of the new PRVs are presented in Figure 4-1. Settings for the new
PRVs and modified settings for existing PRVs are presented in Table 4-1. With all proposed PRV additions and setting
changes, minimum pressures at all junctions are higher than the AWWA recommended minimum of 35 psi. Final
location and pressure set points of PRVs can be finalized in a future design phase.
Maximum ADD pressure with the installation of the proposed PRVs is presented in Figure 4-1. In the Upper Mountain
portion of the system, the pressure in approximately 34,000 L.F. of water main is reduced by approximately 30 psi.
The average pressure in the Mountain Village system is approximately 103 psi under existing conditions. With the
modification of existing PRVs and the addition of three new PRVs, the average pressure in this zone is approximately
87 psi.
Fewer modifications are proposed for the Meadow Village, as pressure in this area is controlled primarily by tank
overflow elevations and there are less opportunities to reduce pressure without increasing the complexity of operations
in the system. By reconfiguring the boundary between the Hidden Valley service area and the Town Center service
area, the pressure in approximately 4,000 L.F. of water main is reduced by 85 psi. Under existing conditions, the
average pressure in this area is approximately 139 psi, and with the addition of one new PRV, the average pressure is
reduced to 54 psi.
Reconfiguration of some of the pressure zones results in improved fire flow in the area around the 50k Sweetgrass
Tank (see Section 4.3.1 for detailed discussion). There is a reduction in available fire flow in the Mountain Village area,
and in some cases fire flow drops below 1,000 gpm. However, the addition of the Mid-Mountain storage tank, discussed
in Section 4.2.1 will restore fire flow availability in the Mountain Village service zone, and in some cases, increase fire
flow from existing conditions. Fire flow availability with the modification of PRV settings and addition of new PRVs is
presented in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-1: Pressure Management Maximum Pressures
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The estimated installed cost for 5 new PRVs is $70,000, assuming concrete vaults are needed but no SCADA
instrumentation. Note that costs associated with the proposed PRV at Chief Joseph Road and Little Coyote Road are
not included as it is addressed in the Upper Sweetgrass fire flow enhancement recommendation and associated cost
estimate (see Section 4.3.1).

Table 4-1: Proposed PRVs and Modified PRV Settings
Size

Initial Pressure
Setting

Proposed Pressure
Setting

*White Otter Road

8 in

70 psi

80 psi

Moose Ridge Road

6 in

70 psi

54 psi

**Brownstone Luxury Homes

8 in

35 psi

112 psi

Partridge Lane and Big Pine Drive

8 in

N/A

29 psi

Sitting Bull and Hill Drive

10 in

N/A

70 psi

Turkey Leg Road

6 in

N/A

77 psi

Black Eagle Road

6 in

N/A

74 psi

Sitting Bull and Moose Ridge Road

10 in

N/A

70 psi

**Chief Joseph and Little Coyote Road

8 in

N/A

50 psi

PRV Location

* Close valve in Sitting Bull Road immediately east of Hill Drive lateral
** Changed/added to address Upper Sweetgrass area fire flow enhancement

4.2 MOUNTAIN VILLAGE IMPROVEMENTS
The Mountain Village system is currently setup such that all water produced is conveyed via a single transmission line,
with two booster stations, to a single storage tank at the upper most elevation of the service area. The single
transmission line design results in the need for oversized pumps to meet DEQ requirements and also leaves the District
prone to a system-wide (Mountain Village system) upset in the event of a power outage or transmission line break.
Lastly, approximately 97 percent of the total Mountain Village demand is located at an elevation below the Cascade
booster station (440 feet below the Cascade Tank) such that pumping costs could be significantly reduced with the
addition of a tank located at a lower elevation.
Recommended improvements include a “mid-mountain” storage tank to service the lower mountain area, water
treatment for the Cascade wells to remove H2S and supply the upper mountain service area, and additional piping to
accommodate the mid-mountain tank and allow for the two systems (Upper Mountain and Lower Mountain) to operate
in concert and provide additional redundancy. A recommendation is also provided for backup generators at each of the
booster stations to prevent a potential system-wide upset. However, backup generators are less imperative if the dual
system design is implemented.
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4.2.1 Mid-Mountain Replacement Tank
A new tank is proposed at the location of the existing Mountain Village Tank (that is out of service). The existing 500k
gallon storage tank located above the resort was taken out of service in the late 90’s due to structural integrity concerns
and the addition of the Cascade Tank. The location of the proposed tank (see Figure 4-3) allows for utilization of the
existing pumps in the Hill Booster Station and provides adequate elevation head to service the Lower Mountain. This
tank will provide storage to meet peaking factors on the MDD in excess of the Mountain Village Wells’ supply capacity.
The Upper Mountain, including the Cascade subdivision and Powder Ridge subdivision, would be supplied primarily
by the Cascade Wells. Fire demand for both the Upper and Lower Mountain is proposed to be supplied by the existing
Cascade Tank. This will help minimize the size of the Mid-Mountain tank. Additionally, a smaller tank will have a
higher turnover rate, which will prevent stagnant water, and excessive water age in the tank.
The proposed tank is recommended to be sized to provide the ADD in active storage, not including the Yellowstone
Club demands. This is approximately 250,000 gallons. To maintain adequate pressure in the Mountain Village area,
the overflow of the tank should be 7,728 feet, or 30 feet above ground elevation at the proposed location. The tank
would be approximately 38 feet in diameter for a 250,000 gallon storage capacity. Final storage capacity, sizing, tank
siting and construction drawings will need to be completed as part of a detailed engineered design. The existing
underground piping can be utilized such that piping expenses are expected to be limited to that necessary to tie-in to
the immediately adjacent distribution system, while providing necessary valves and SCADA automation to allow the
Mid-Mountain tank to be fed by either the Hill Booster Station or the Cascade Wells. It is expected that an automated
valve will be required above the Cascade Wells and a PRV below the wells set at approximately 103 psi. Final piping,
valve and SCADA configuration would be determined during final design, with additional considerations associated
with the recommendation for water treatment at the Cascade Wells and final infrastructure configuration (see Section
4.2.2). Table 4-2 provides a preliminary cost estimate for the proposed improvements.

Table 4-2: Cost Estimate - Mountain Village Tank and Appurtenances
Item

Unit Price

Price

Assumptions

Existing tank
removal

Lump Sum

$40,000

250k Storage Tank
(min.)

$0.92 / gal

$230, 000

Foundation

Lump Sum

$45,000

Site grading

Lump Sum

$5,000

Minimal, existing site is graded

Piping and Valves

Lump Sum

$20,000

20 LF of 8 inch C900 PVC pipe, (4) 45 deg.
elbows, (1) cross, (1) electronic valve, (1)
PRV

SCADA

Lump Sum

$20,000

(1) RTU, wiring and conduit

Subtotal =

$360,000

25% Contingency

$90,000

20% Engineering

$72,000

Total =

$522,000

Glass lined steel tank

It is noted that the 250,000 gallon storage capacity is the recommended minimum storage capacity. An alternative
500,000 gallon storage tank might be considered in order to provide the District greater flexibility for future development
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conditions. Assuming the existing foundation could be utilized, a 500,000 gallon tank is estimated at approximately
$100,000 more than that of a 250,000 gallon tank. A detailed engineering study to evaluate pros and cons (initial cost,
maintenance cost, tank cycling, etc.) of variable tank sizes is recommended as part of the planning documentation to
accompany final construction drawings if the District were to elect to move forward with the Mid-Mountain tank capital
improvement.

4.2.2 Cascade Wells Water Treatment
The Cascade Wells (MTN-5 and MTN-6) have a combined capacity of approximately 630 gpm. Due to Hydrogen Sulfide
(H2S) and associated odor, these wells are presently only used intermittently to supplement the lower mountain wells
during periods of high demand. The H2S odor is mostly undetectable when mixed with water from the lower mountain
wells. Typically only one of the Cascade Wells is operated at any given time to ensure that there is enough dilution to
eliminate a detectable odor. The combined capacity of these wells represents a significant water source capacity. In
addition, the ability to operate these wells without having to blend with lower mountain water creates more system
flexibility.
To fully utilize the Cascade Well water, treatment is required to remove H2S. There are multiple methods for removing
H2S that can be considered. Primary options, and associated pros and cons, are as follows:
•

Chlorination – Commonly utilized method for drinking water treatment, fast reaction, but introduces chlorine
to the water, an advantage in providing disinfection in the distribution, but a disadvantage if there is
community concern about how the taste of water may be affected, and may form chlorinated disinfection
byproducts (DBPs).

•

Chlorine dioxide - Alternative to chlorine that is also fast acting, but more complex because it needs to be
produced on-site, and is typically only used in wastewater scenarios. An advantage is that it doesn’t form
DPBs.

•

Hydrogen peroxide - Oxidizes the sulfide to elemental sulfur at a pH less than 8.5, and to sulfite (SO2) at a
pH greater than 8.5. It generally requires 15-30 minutes to react. The elemental sulfur precipitates, but
generally at low enough concentrations to be undetectable, and will not affect water quality from a taste,
odor, or color standpoint. The peroxide will degrade to water and oxygen.

•

pH control - Adjusting pH to 8.0 results in 90% of the sulfide will be in the ionic form as HS-, not the
dissolved gas H2S, and therefore will not have odors associated with it.

•

Aeration - The water can be stripped with air to remove H2S. Aeration systems generally are capital
intensive and can increase corrosion potential in downstream piping.

•

Pure oxygen injection – Pure oxygen can be produce on-site (no chemical deliveries) and has the
advantage of no byproducts. It can be metered at a precise rate to avoid over oxygenating but may take as
long as an hour to react.

A chlorination pilot study was completed in 2001 and showed that chlorine could be used to effectively treat the
Cascade Well water (Gaston, 2001). However, additional bench testing is recommended to evaluate downstream DPBs
and associated water quality concerns. The bench testing can also be used to evaluate the aforementioned treatment
alternatives. Bench testing is expected to cost between $10,000 and $20,000. Assuming that the bench study finds
that a simple chemical injection provides adequate treatment, the initial capital cost for a treatment system can be
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expected in the range of $100,000 to $200,000. However, if further treatment (pH adjustment, air stripping) is required,
the capital expense may increase by an order of magnitude.
YC has expressed a need for more water to support ongoing development and represents an avenue for potential
increased operating revenue. By treating the Cascade Wells, and implementing the recommendation for a MidMountain tank, the District will have greater flexibility to fully utilize the available 630 gpm capacity of the Cascade
Wells, ultimately increasing the available water to sell to YC. Assuming an available supply rate of 1,400 gpm (i.e. all
Mountain Village wells in service), the District would be able to supply the YC with an additional 400 gpm (576,000
GPD) of water under present day MDD conditions. MDD is used as a conservative assumption, and greater supply
rate is likely achievable depending on YC’s seasonal demands and internal storage capacity. A refined analysis is
recommended in the event that the District were to commit to increased supply to YC or other large scale demands.

4.2.3 Upper Mountain Pumping Modifications
The addition of the Mid-Mountain tank, along with the ability to operate the Cascade wells without H2S concerns, allows
for improved water deliver efficiency (less pumping) and reduced operating cost. To evaluate the change in operating
cost, the hydraulic model was updated to account for the mid-mountain storage, with supply being provided by the
lower mountain wells and the Hill Booster Station. The model also incorporates the addition of the Cascade wells to
supply the Cascade Booster station and ultimately the Cascade Tank. Since the majority of the Upper Mountain system
demands are in the lower mountain area, this will result in a significant reduction in use of the Cascade Booster Station.
Furthermore, the Cascade wells are located at a higher elevation than the lower mountain wells, further reducing
pumping demand. The number of pumping hours for the Cascade and Hill Booster stations before and after the
proposed Mountain Village System modifications for the ADD scenario are presented in Table 4-3.

Table 4-3: Upper Mountain Pumping Modifications Model Output
Pumping Hours (for 72 hr, ADD Model Simulation)
Booster Station
Hill Booster Station
Cascade Booster Station

Existing Conditions

Proposed Pumping Modifications

Percent
Reduction

58.5 hrs

45 hrs

23%

60 hrs

2 hrs

96%

There is a reduction seen in the total number of pumping hours for both booster stations. There is a 23% reduction in
pumping hours at the Hill Booster Station over the course of 72 hours. The drop in number of pumping hours at the
Hill Booster station is mostly because the overflow elevation of the proposed Mid-Mountain tank is lower than the
elevation of the Cascade Booster Station. The drop in total demand head (TDH) allows for an increase in the flow
output from the Hill Booster Station pumps. The Mid-Mountain tank can be filled faster, which reduces the number of
hours the pumps must be in operation. The annual electrical expense for the Hill Booster Station in 2014 was $46,534.
The electrical usage includes that required to operate the wells feeding the Hill Booster Station. It is estimated that the
wells generate half of the electrical demand. As such, the pumping modifications are expected to reduce the Hill Booster
Station electrical expenses by approximately $5,351 per year (23% x 50% x $46,534).
There is a 96% reduction in pumping hours at the Cascade Booster Station over the course of 72 hours. Because of
the separation of the two pressure zones in the Upper Mountain portion of the distribution system, the Cascade Booster
Station is no longer pumping the demand for the Mountain Village service area, which is the cause for the reduction in
flow. The annual electrical expense for the Cascade Booster station in 2014 was $50,214. As such, the Mountain
Village System modifications are expected to reduce electrical expenses by approximately $48,205 per year (96% x
$50,214).
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The combined total estimated annual operating cost savings expected as a result of the proposed system
improvements is $53,556. Furthermore, the reduced pumping is expected to increase pump longevity and reduce
general maintenance expenses. Detailed well operating expenses are not accounted for in the above analysis.
However, it is expected that the proposed design will operate more efficiently given that a larger percentage of water
would be drawn from the Cascade wells located at a higher elevation. If the District wishes to develop a more refined
cost savings associated with the proposed operations changes, the hydraulic model can be enhanced by including
pump efficiency curves and electrical ratings for each of the wells and booster pumps and electricity costs.

4.2.1 Backup Generators
Under current operations, the Mountain Village system is dependent upon two booster stations operating in sequence
to provide supply, leaving the system prone to broad system shutdowns or supply shortages in the event of a power
failure. Backup generators are recommended at both the Hill and Cascade Booster stations. Assuming a 200 kilowatt
demand (includes power to wells) at the Hill Booster Station, a stand-alone generator package (generator, enclosure,
and switch) is estimated at $70,000 installed cost. Assuming a 150 kilowatt demand at the Cascade Booster Station,
a stand-alone generator package (generator, enclosure, and switch) is estimated at $55,000 installed cost.
The extent of potential service area shutdown decreases significantly with the presence of the Mid-Mountain tank such
that backup generators become less imperative. Upon identifying which capital improvements are planned to be
implemented and expected timelines, it is recommended that the need for backup generators be further evaluated
based on the District’s desired level of risk.

4.2.2 Future Development and Capacity
Montana Club
As part of the CIP, W&C was asked to evaluate potential service alternatives for the Montana Club development that
is planned to be located above the Big Sky Resort area. Based on preliminary planning, the Montana Club is expected
to add approximately 740 new residential properties ranging from condos to large single family homes, with retail and
hotel development potential as well. For water demand planning purposes, it is assumed that the development will
include 1200 single family equivalent (SFE) units. Based on the water use rates of 200 gpd per SFE for average day
demand and 400 gpd per SFE for maximum day demand provided in the Source Capacity Plan Update (WGS, 2015),
the ADD and MDD for the Montana Club are 240,000 gpd and 480,000 gpd, respectively.
The maximum elevation within the Montana Club that is expected to require service is approximately 8080’. The
overflow elevation of the Cascade Tank is located at 8195’ and has the capacity and elevation head to service the
Montana Club. A hypothetical 10 inch transmission line was added to the hydraulic model that is connected to the
Cascade distribution system above the PRV located below Rose Bud Loop. The transmission line was extended around
the proposed development to the upper extent of the projected service area (elevation 8080’) to represent a
conservative water main alignment. When the demand for the entire Montana club is applied to a single node at the
end of the transmission line, the minimum pressure seen at the highest elevation within the Montana Club service area
is 36 psi. This pressure is at the lower end of the AWWA recommended pressure ranges, however, given the
conservative assumptions within the analysis, it is likely pressure in this area would be higher.
It is recommended that the Montana Club have tie-ins to both the Cascade and Mountain Village service zones to allow
for greater flexibility in regards to supply options and overall system redundancy.
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Cascade Subdivision
The Cascade subdivision, or Cascade Service Zone, as identified on Figure 2-1, is currently estimated to be at
approximately a third of the total build out. The present day and projected demands for the Cascade pressure zone
for the ADD and MDD are presented in Table 4-4.

Table 4-4: Projected Cascade Service Zone Demands
Demand Scenario

Present-Day Demand

Projected Demand

ADD

7.14 gpm

21.42 gpm

MDD

21.97 gpm

65.91 gpm

Non-Irrigation ADD

5.05 gpm

15.15 gpm

These demands were applied in the model to evaluate whether any infrastructure upgrades are required to meet these
demands. The increase in demand was assumed to be distributed evenly throughout the Cascade service zone. The
model results show that existing infrastructure is adequately sized to support additional demands resulting from future
build out in the Cascade Service Zone.
Montana DEQ Requirements for Future Development
The projected future demand for the Upper Mountain portion of the Big Sky distribution system, with the addition of
Montana Club demands and the Cascade subdivision build out is approximately 877 gpm, or 1.26 MGD. The combined
capacity of all of the Upper Mountain wells, with the largest well out of service is 950 gpm, so the expansion of the
distribution system is compliant with the Montana DEQ requirement for Source Capacity redundancy. It should be
noted that if the 450 gpm Cascade well were to be out of service, the Montana Club must be supplied by the Mountain
Village Wells and would need to be accounted for during final design.
The MDD for the area served by the Cascade Tank includes the Cascade Subdivision, Powder Ridge, and the Montana
Club. The combined MDD for the three service zones is 362 gpm, or 521,280 gpd. This demand can be met with the
one of the two Cascade Booster Station pumps out of service.
The fire flow requirement is 2,000 gpm for two hours, of 240,000 gallons. The minimum allowable capacity (fire flow +
ADD) of the Cascade tank for the projected demand scenario is 761,280 gallons. The existing 1.5 MG is of adequate
capacity to supply the projected future development demand.

4.3 MEADOW VILLAGE IMPROVEMENTS
4.3.1 Upper Sweetgrass Fire Flow Enhancement
Fire flow availability in the Upper Sweetgrass area ranges from 550 gpm to 950 gpm. Furthermore, the duration in
which fire flows can be maintained is limited (< 1 hour) due to the relatively small 50k Sweetgrass Tank. The IFC and
Gallatin County require fire protection of 1,000 gpm for a two hour duration.
The Upper Sweetgrass area can be combined with the Hidden Village pressure zone. The hydraulic grade of the
Hidden Village Tank is approximately 125 feet higher than the existing 50k Sweetgrass Tank such that it can be used
to supplement fire flows in the Upper Sweetgrass area. To accomplish this, it is recommended that the six inch Chief
Joseph Road lateral be extended approximately 400 linear feet, using eight inch pipe, to connect to the eight inch main
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in Little Coyote Road. To manage pressures, the existing Brownstone Luxury Homes PRV would be set at 112 psi to
optimize pressure and fire flow in the Upper Sweetgrass area, and a proposed PRV would be installed immediately
east of the Chief Joseph and Little Coyote Road intersection and set at 50 psi. The location of the proposed PRV is
presented in Figure 4-4. Fire flow in the Upper Sweetgrass area would increase from an average of approximately 750
gpm to 1500 gpm (see Figure 4-4). The estimated installed cost for 400 LF of eight inch pipe, fittings and PRV is
$39,000.
Implementing this recommendation also gives the District flexibility in addressing the aging 50k Sweetgrass Tank in
the future when it is determined to be no longer serviceable. The proposed configuration allows for the tank to be taken
offline and still meet AWWA recommended minimum fire flow of 500 gpm (lowest fire flow is approximately 525 gpm
at Bobtail Horse Road cul-de-sac). If the District determines that 1000 gpm of fire flow is warranted, an automated
booster pump could be installed in the existing booster station to provide supplemental fire flow from the 250k
Sweetgrass Tank.

4.3.2 Future Development Capacity
There are no planned future developments in the Meadow Village area of the distribution system. The future build-out
capacity of the Meadow Village area was estimated based on existing infrastructure. The increase in source capacity
when wells MV-4 and MV-5 that are scheduled to be brought online in 2016 was accounted for when estimating future
capacity. Storage in the Meadow Village area is assumed to be provided by the 250k Sweetgrass Tank, Hidden Village
Tank, and Aspen Grove Tank. The 50k Sweetgrass was conservatively assumed to be out of service. Additionally, it is
assumed that the Mountain Village system is able to supplement Meadow Village source capacity by 500 gpm given
that he combined capacity of the Mountain Village Wells is 1,400 gpm, while the future MDD for the Upper Mountain is
875 gpm (includes full build-out of the Cascade Subdivision and the Montana Club).
Projected future development capacity relative to DEQ requirements for water source capacity, pumping capacity and
finished water storage capacity was evaluated iteratively to determine the maximum service capacity for future
development. It was found that the potential expansion of the Meadow Village system is limited by the supply capacity.
In order to be compliant with Montana DEQ requirements, the supply must meet the MDD with the largest well out of
service. The combined capacity of the Meadow Village wells with the largest well out of service is 740 gpm. Combining
the Meadow Village source capacity with the excess Mountain Village source capacity results in a maximum capacity
of 1,240 gpm, which is 65 percent greater than present day MDD. As such, it is estimated that the District is capable
of supporting a growth of approximately 65 percent in the Meadow Village without any significant system upgrades (i.e.
new tanks or wells). Based on the 2.5 percent growth rate projected in the Source Capacity Plan (WGS, 2015), this
equates to full buildout capacity being reached by approximately 2035.
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Figure 4-3: Infrastructure Improvements and Maximum Pressures
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Figure 4-4: Infrastructure Improvements and Fire Flow Availability
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5. ADDITIONAL STUDIES
In addition to the hydraulic analyses performed, two supporting studies were completed to evaluate water consumption
and future water source planning. The Water Audit Report included in Appendix A evaluates the District’s total water
production in comparison to billed usage in order quantify non-revenue water (primarily leakage) and associated
expense in terms of both operating costs and lost revenue. The Existing Water Rights Review and Analysis included
in Appendix B provides a review of groundwater and surface water rights held by the District to identify how best to
maximize utilization and preserve the water rights as they move forward in the Montana Water Court general
adjudication process. An overview of each study is provided in the following sections.

5.1 WATER AUDIT
The water audit was conducted following the AWWA Manual of Practice M36: Water Audits and Loss Control Programs,
Third Edition, 2009. The purpose of conducting the audit is to define water loss beyond the historical “percent
unaccounted for” estimate. AWWA guidance assists utilities to differentiate the water that is lost from the system (“real
losses”) from leaks, and the water that is consumed but not measured or billed (“apparent losses”). In addition, the
cost of water produced, along with the cost of lost revenue, is quantified, in order to allow the District to make decisions
on water loss control programs, based on the cost of water loss.

5.1.1 Inputs
Data from Calendar Year 2014 was used to develop the Big Sky Water Audit. A summary of spreadsheet inputs and
results from the spreadsheet are presented in Table 5-1. Detailed information and definitions of input parameters are
provided in the Water Audit Report (Appendix A). Water production and usage data was provided by the District.
Assumptions for unmeasured or unknown input parameters are based on AWWA guidelines. System data is based on
District GIS data and hydraulic model information. Lastly, cost data was generated from the FY2013-2014 Annual
Financial Report dated June 30, 2014.
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Table 5-1: Water Audit Input Parameters
Category
Water Supplied

Authorized
Consumption

Water Losses

System Data

Cost Data

Parameter

Value

Comments / Assumptions

Well Water

301.635 MG/Yr

Meadow Village 132.145537 MG/Yr,
Mountain Village 166.066153 MG/Yr,
Lone Moose 9.8415 MG/yr.

Water Exported

45.211 MG/Yr

Yellowstone Club

Net total

256.424 MG/Yr

Billed Metered

134.693 MG/Yr

Total customer usage

Unbilled Metered

0.874 MG/Yr

Sewer treatment building and compost usage

Unbilled
Unmetered

3.205 MG/Yr

Assume 1.25% for flushing of water mains and
sewers, street cleaning, fire flow tests, etc.

Net total

138.773 MG/Yr

Total Water Loss

117.652 MG/Yr

Water supplied – authorized consumption

Unauthorized
Consumption

0.641MG/Yr

Apparent loss. Assume 0.25% for illegal
connections, meter bypasses, meter tampering,
etc.

Meter inaccuracies

7.135 MG/Yr

Apparent loss. Assume 5%

Systematic Data
Handling Error

0.337 MG/Yr

Apparent loss. Assume 0.25% for accounting
omissions, gaps in policy, procedure and
permitting/activation of new accounts, etc.

Real Losses

109.539 MG/Yr

Total Water Loss – Apparent Losses

Length of water
mains

49.5 miles

Metered Service
connections

2,134

Average operating
pressure

101 psi

Total Annual
Operating Cost

$1,163,222

Customer Rate

$5.08 /1000gal

Variable Production
Cost
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Assume half of general administrative: 50% X
$478,936 = $239,468
Water administrative costs = $246,405
Water Plant Expense = $677,349
Total = $1,163,222 for FY 7/1/2013 - 6/30/2014
FY13-14 water revenue from billing = $935,966.96
184,340,145 gall sold in FY13-14
$935,966/184340 = $5.08 per 1000 gallons
318.51 MG/yr produced in FY13-14
$677,349 - operating cost of water system in
FY13-14 (operating only, not administrative)
$677,349/318.51 = $2126.62/MG
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5.1.2 Results
One of the primary water audit results is the quantification of Non-revenue water (NRW). NRW is water that has been
produced and is “lost” before it reaches the customer. Losses can be real losses (through leaks, sometimes also
referred to as physical losses) or apparent losses (for example through theft or metering inaccuracies). For Big Sky in
CY2014, the District generated 121.731 MG, averaging 333,510 gall/day, for which revenue was not collected. The
quantity of NRW represents a large portion of the total water volume produced at 47.5%. The production costs
associated with NRW equate to approximately 24% of total operating cost. Additional result details are presented in
Table 5-2.
The apparent loss volume is typically valued based on customer billing rate as these losses are associated with water
that is delivered but unaccounted for due to metering inaccuracies or illicit connections. The apparent loss volume
totaling 8.113 MG/Yr is valued at $41,214.
The real loss volume, primarily associated with leakage, is typically valued based on production costs as these losses
represent increased production that is not tied to customer demand. However, in the case of the District and the
opportunity to sell excess water to the Yellowstone Club, valuing real losses based on both production cost and
customer rate is relevant. The real loss volume totaling 109.539 MG/Yr is valued based on production cost and
customer rate at $232,974 and $556,458, respectively.
Performance indicators are used to identify both areas of improvement and potential magnitude of improvement. They
also serve as useful performance metrics for subsequent water audits. Primary performance indicators are as follows:
•

Unavoidable Annual Real Losses (UARL) is estimated based on length of main, density of service
connections, and system operating pressure.

•

Current Annual Real Losses (CARL) is an accounting of total losses minus apparent losses.

•

Infrastructure Leakage Index (ILI) is the ratio of CARL to UAR and provides an effective indicator of how
well the distribution network is being managed and maintained at the current operating pressure.

Table 5-2 below provides a summary of performance indicator results for Big Sky. The ILI of 5.05 indicates that there
is the potential to reduce leakage by approximately 500%. However, the capital expense to identify leakage and replace
infrastructure can be cost prohibitive. Each community must determine what its target ILI should be, based on the
availability of the resource, and the cost of providing water. Based on AWWA guidelines, a target ILI of 3.0 – 5.0 is
expected to be an appropriate range and can be refined once sources of leakage are better identified and replacement
costs can be evaluated in relation to production costs and/or lost revenue.
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Table 5-2. Results and Performance Indicators for Big Sky Water System, CY2014
Category

Parameter

Value

Comments

Unbilled Metered

0.874 MG/Yr

Sewer treatment building and compost
usage

Apparent Losses

8.113 MG/Yr

Annual cost of $41,214 valued at
customer rate

Real Losses

109.539 MG/Yr

Net total

117.652 MG/Yr

Percentage of total
production volume

47.5%

Percentage of
operating cost

24.3%

Apparent Losses per
Service Connection

10.42
gal/service/day

Real Losses per
Service Connection

140.63
gal/service/day

Real Losses per
Service Connection
per psi pressure

1.39
gal/service/day/psi

Leakage is directly related to pressure

Unavoidable Annual
Real Loss (UARL)

21.68 MG/Yr

Unavoidable leakage with respect to
linear feet of pipe, service connections
and operating pressures

Current Annual Real
Losses (CARL)

109.539 MG/Yr

Infrastructure Leakage
Index (ILI)

5.05

Non-Revenue
Water

Performance
Indicators

ILI = CARL / UARL

5.1.3 Recommendations
Based on initial results of the water audit, real losses in the Big Sky system are 13 times greater than the estimated
apparent losses. Non-revenue water makes up 47.5% of the total water produced in the system. Apparent losses
represent a cost of $41,221 in lost revenue, and real losses represent $232,889 in production costs.
It is important to note that the split between the apparent and real losses are based on assumed information, with
regard to meter accuracy, data handling errors, and unauthorized consumption. As more information becomes
available (e.g., meter accuracy testing, etc.), it will be important to revisit the assumptions to confirm the split between
real and apparent losses.
To reduce real losses, it is recommended to create district metered areas (DMAs) or install temporary ultrasonic meters
in areas where both supply and metered usage can be isolated and subsequently evaluated to determine the magnitude
of losses that are occurring. Ultrasonic meters are available that strap on to the exterior of the pipe such that installation
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is limited to excavating to expose the pipe and providing safety barricades during the duration of monitoring. The price
of these units typically range from $4,000 to $8,000.
Once the areas have been identified that have the greatest water loss, there are several options available to pinpoint
the location of the leaks. Leak detection can be time consuming and expensive. For this reason, it is recommended
to identify the areas with highest water loss before embarking on field leak detection.
There are several options for leak detection and technology is constantly improving. It is possible to purchase leak
detection equipment, such as listening rods and geophones. However, many utilities choose to enter into service
contracts with providers, such as Echologics or Pure Technologies. Much of the technology today enables the location
of leaks, based on the isolation of particular noise frequencies. The equipment used to log the leaks can be connected
to the system via a surface accessible feature, such as a valve or hydrant, and can be installed temporarily or
permanently. Alternatively, the logger can be injected into the system, and travel along the pipeline to detect leaks.
This technology is typically limited to transmission lines.
Another option for reducing real losses is to reduce operating pressures, where feasible. The hydraulic model may be
used to find opportunities for reducing pressure in the system, while maintaining minimum pressures, as required by
Montana DEQ.

5.2 WATER RIGHTS REVIEW
A water right review was performed by WGM Group (see Appendix B) to provide an independent look at the existing
water right documents found in the DNRC database and formulate recommendations to the District on how to proceed
in the next 5 years with the idea to better position and preserve the existing water rights. The District holds both ground
water and surface water, water rights. Several of these water rights are Statements of Claim, meaning that they were
perfected prior to July 1973 and are subject to further adjudication by the Montana Water Court. Several water rights
are water use Permits administrated by the Department of Natural Resources and Conservation (DNRC). In addition,
several changes were submitted and authorized by the DNRC.
At the present time the District operates two production well fields, one at the Mountain Village and one at the Meadow
Village. There are seven off line wells located between the Mountain Village and Meadow Village well fields. There
exists an interconnecting pipe line between both well fields. However, water can only be delivered from the Mountain
Village well field to the Meadow Village field. No water can be pumped from the Meadow Village well field to the
Mountain Village area. There are several pressure zones and short term storage tanks incorporated into the water
delivery system.
The focus of this water right review is to provide an independent look at the existing water right documents found in
the DNRC database and formulate recommendations to the District Board on how to proceed in the next 5 years with
the idea to better position and preserve the existing water rights.
Toward that, end we recommend three alternatives with the preferred being listed first.
The alternatives include:
1. Submit a water right change application to the DNRC that consolidates the place of use to a broadly defined
service area. Change the listed purposes to Municipal, which will afford the WSD more flexibility in actual
water use and delivery. Continue to perfect the existing water rights in terms of both flow and volume.
2. Utilize off line wells and their water rights as mitigation for drilling and connecting new wells to the system.
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3. Although not recommended, a discussion is presented about potentially using the two West Fork surface
water irrigation water rights as mitigation for permitting new production wells.
Additionally, action items are presented to better position existing water rights as they move forward in the Montana
Water Court general adjudication process. Finally, yearend reporting requirements are also presented.
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6. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS AND COSTS
Recommendations for near-term (5-year) capital improvements are provided Table 6-1 below, followed by discussion
of prioritization and sequencing. Additionally, recommendations based on the water audit and water rights review are
summarized, with the overarching goals to minimize non-revenue water and maximize source capacity.

6.1

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

A summary of capital improvement recommendations and associated cost / benefit is provided in Table 6-1. The
Mountain Village system was identified as having the highest prioritization for upgrades given the limited redundancy
provided by the existing system layout in addition to the opportunity to recoup capital expenses through improved pump
operations and reduced operating expenses.

Table 6-1: 5-Year Capital Improvement Cost and Benefit Summary
Item #

Description

Cost

Benefit

1

Mid-Mountain Replacement
Tank

$522,000

Improved system redundancy (parallel
systems), reduced pumping costs, increase
future capacity

2

Cascade Well Treatment

$200,000

Provide future capacity for Montana Club
development, provide expanded present day
capacity for potential wholesale customers
such as YC, improve water quality

3

Connect Upper Sweetgrass to
Hidden Village Pressure Zone

$39,000

Increase average fire flow capacity from 750
gpm to 1500 gpm, flexibility to address aging
50k Sweetgrass Tank in future

4

Backup Generators at
Cascade and Hill Boosters

$125,000

Increases Mountain Village redundancy, but
limited priority if Item #1 is implemented

5

Additional PRVs

$70,000

Reduce NRW and maintenance

Recommendation Item 1
The Mid-Mountain replacement tank creates significant system redundancy by effectively splitting the Mountain Village
system into two parallel systems. A detailed inspection of the existing tank is beyond the scope of this CIP such that
further evaluation of the potential to rehabilitate the existing tank is recommended prior to proceeding with the design
and construction of a replacement tank. Given that the existing tank is oversized with the presence of the Cascade
Tank, and that rehabilitation to the extent that the service life of the existing tank would likely be in the magnitude of
cost for a new tank, it is expected that a replacement tank would best serve the system under both present and future
conditions and be the most cost effective alternative. The total estimated cost of the installed tank, including engineering
design and contingencies, is $522,000. Finally, the addition of the Mid-Mountain tank is expected to reduce pumping
expenses in excess of $50,000 per year, offsetting the initial capital expense of the tank within approximately 10 years.
It is noted that the 250,000 gallon storage capacity is the recommended minimum storage capacity. An alternative
500,000 gallon storage tank might be considered in order to provide the District greater flexibility for future development
conditions. Assuming the existing foundation could be utilized, the 500,000 gallon tank is estimated at approximately
$100,000 more than that of a 250,000 gallon tank. A detailed engineering study to evaluate pros and cons (initial cost,
maintenance cost, tank cycling, etc.) of variable tank sizes is recommended as part of the planning documentation to
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accompany final construction drawings if the District were to elect to move forward with the Mid-Mountain tank capital
improvement.
Recommendation Item 2
The Cascade Wells (MTN-5 and MTN-6) have a combined capacity of approximately 630 gpm but are currently only
operated intermittently to supplement demand. Typically only one of the Cascade Wells is operated at any given time
to ensure that there is enough dilution (blended with lower mountain well water) to eliminate a detectable odor. The
combined capacity of these wells represents a significant water source capacity and the ability to operate these wells
without having to blend with lower mountain water creates more system flexibility. A bench study is recommended to
verify that simple chemical injection provides adequate treatment and DPBs do not require additional treatment. The
initial capital cost for a chemical injection treatment system can be expected in the range of $100,000 to $200,000.
However, if further treatment (pH adjustment, air stripping) is required, the capital expense may increase by an order
of magnitude. In the event that treatment is not economically viable, the parallel system design with the Mid-Mountain
tank can still be implemented that allows for blending of well water as necessary to eliminate detectable H2S.
By treating the Cascade Wells, and implementing the recommendation for a Mid-Mountain tank (Item 2), the District
will have greater flexibility to fully utilize the available 630 gpm capacity of the Cascade Wells, ultimately increasing the
available water for sale to YC. Assuming an available supply rate of 1,400 gpm (i.e. all Mountain Village wells in
service), the District would be able to supply the YC with an additional 400 gpm (576,000 GPD) of water under present
day MDD conditions. MDD is used as a conservative assumption, and a greater delivery rate is likely achievable
depending on YC’s seasonal demands and internal storage capacity. A refined analysis is recommended in the event
that the District were to commit to increased supply to YC or other large scale demands.
Recommendation Item 3
The Upper Sweetgrass area serviced by the 50k Sweetgrass Tank currently has fire flow rates less than 1,000 gpm.
Furthermore, the system can only sustain the fire flow rates presented in Figure 3-4 for a short duration (< 1 hour) due
to the limited tank capacity. It is recommended that the Upper Sweetgrass area be connected to the Hidden Village
pressure zone and associated Hidden Village tank fire storage by extending the Chief Joseph Road to the eight inch
main in Little Coyote Road. To manage pressures, the existing Brownstone Luxury Homes PRV would be set at 112
psi to optimize pressure and fire flow in the Upper Sweetgrass area, and a proposed PRV would be installed
immediately east of the Chief Joseph and Little Coyote Road intersection and set at 50 psi. The location of the proposed
extension and PRV is presented in Figure 4-4. Fire flow in the Upper Sweetgrass area would increase from an average
of approximately 750 gpm to 1500 gpm (see Figure 4-4). The estimated installed cost for 400 LF of eight inch pipe,
fittings and PRV is $39,000.
Implementing this recommendation also gives the District flexibility in addressing the aging 50k Sweetgrass Tank in
the future when it is determined to be no longer serviceable. The proposed configuration allows for the tank to be taken
offline and still meet AWWA recommended minimum fire flow of 500 gpm. If the District determines that 1,000 gpm of
fire flow is warranted, an automated booster pump could be installed in the existing Sweetgrass Booster Station to
provide supplemental fire flow from the 250k Sweetgrass Tank.
Recommendation Item 4
Under current operations, the Mountain Village system is dependent upon two booster stations operating in sequence
to provide supply, leaving the system prone to broad system shutdowns or supply shortages in the event of a power
failure. Backup generators are recommended at both the Hill and Cascade Booster stations. Assuming a 200 kilowatt
demand (includes power to wells) at the Hill Booster Station, a stand-alone generator package (generator, enclosure,
and switch) is estimated at $70,000 installed cost. Assuming a 150 kilowatt demand at the Cascade Booster Station,
a stand-alone generator package (generator, enclosure, and switch) is estimated at $55,000 installed cost. The extent
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of potential service area shutdown decreases significantly with the presence of the Mid-Mountain tank such that backup
generators become less imperative. Upon identifying which capital improvements are planned to be implemented and
expected timelines, it is recommended that the need for backup generators be further evaluated based on the District’s
desired level of risk.
Recommendation Item 5
The addition of five new PRVs throughout the distribution system is recommended to manage some of the higher
pressure areas within the distribution system. In the Mountain Village portion of the system, five PRVs are
recommended to reduce the pressure in approximately 34,000 L.F. of water main by approximately 30 psi, lowering
average Mountain Village system pressure from 112 psi to 85 psi. In the Meadow Village, a single PRV is
recommended to reduce the pressure in approximately 4,000 L.F. of water main by 85 psi. These improvements are
expected to aid in reducing leakage and potential for line breaks. The estimated installed cost for 5 new PRVs is
$70,000, assuming concrete vaults are needed but no SCADA instrumentation.

6.2 ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Non-revenue water (NRW) makes up 47.5% of the total water produced in the system. These losses represent a cost
of $232,889 in production costs. To reduce real losses, it is recommended to create district metered areas (DMAs) or
install temporary ultrasonic meters in areas where both supply and metered usage can be isolated and subsequently
evaluated to determine the magnitude of losses that are occurring. Metering results can be used to prioritize where
field leak detection should be performed. Ultrasonic meters are available that strap on to the exterior of the pipe such
that installation is limited to excavating to expose the pipe and providing safety barricades during the duration of
monitoring. The price of these units typically range from $4,000 to $8,000.
It is also recommended that future water audits be performed on a recurring basis to track NRW improvements. Routine
audits aid in documenting system performance and quantifying improvements associated not only with leakage
reduction but also administration items such as customer metering inaccuracies, systematic data handling errors and
unauthorized consumption.
A water right review was performed by WGM Group to provide an independent look at the existing water right
documents found in the DNRC database and formulate recommendations to the District on how to proceed in the next
5 years with the idea to better position and preserve the existing water rights. Multiple alternatives are presented (see
Appendix A), with the preferred alternative being for the District to submit a water right change application seeking to
consolidate all the wells into a single broadly defined service area and change the purposes to “municipal”. This will
allow the District the greatest flexibility in both producing ground water and distribution.
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7. FUNDING
The primary sources of funding available to local entities, such as the Big Sky County Water and Sewer District, wishing
to undertake large capital improvement projects has typically been through federal and state agencies that offer grants
or loans with favorable terms. Funds for many programs are appropriated during sessions of Congress or the state
legislature, and may require a matching local contribution and have specific administration requirements that may
increase the project cost. Several agencies use the Uniform Application for requesting funds, making applying to
multiple agencies less burdensome.
The funding strategy for District improvements has not been completely formulated and will depend on which projects
the District would like to implement and the timing of design and construction. Fund availability and requirements for
all sources should be evaluated to determine the best funding program for the Big Sky Water and Sewer District, which
may involve funding from multiple agencies.
The following provides an overview of the most common agencies that provide funding assistance along with a general
timeframe for various funding agencies.

7.1 TREASURE STATE ENDOWMENT PROGRAM (TSEP) - GRANT
The Treasure State Endowment Program (TSEP) was authorized by Montana’s voters with the passage of Legislative
Referendum 110 on June 2, 1992. This is a state-funded program administered by the Montana Department of
Commerce. The funding is derived from a portion of the interest from the Coal Tax Trust Fund. The TSEP program
provides matching grants, for qualifying projects, for up to $750,000. In order to qualify for this maximum amount, the
applicant’s user rate must be at least 150% of the communities target rate, at the completion of the proposed project.
If the user rate are between 125% and 150% of the target rate, the maximum grant amount is $625,000. If the user
rate is under 125% of the target rate, the maximum grant amount is $500,000. TSEP also has a requirement that a
project grant cannot exceed $20,000 per benefited household, which includes full-time occupied residences and does
not include vacation homes or vacant lots.
In most cases, the TSEP program requires a dollar-for-dollar match for the grant amount. In cases of extreme hardship
where public health and safety are affected, grants may be awarded for up to 75% of the project cost. Matching funds
can be public or private funds (cash, loans or other grants), value of land provided for the project, and in-kind services
of labor and equipment that are provided by the applicant.
Application are due in May of even-numbered years. Application are scored and ranked by the Montana Department
of Commerce with funding recommendation submitted to the legislature for review and final approval.

7.2 DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE
GRANT AND LOAN PROGRAM (RRGL)
The RRGL is a state program established by the Montana legislature to fund the conservation, management,
development and preservation of Montanan’s renewable resources. Eligible applicants include government agencies,
tribal entities, conservation districts, irrigation districts and sewer/water/solid waste districts. This program provides
both grant and loan funding for public facility and other renewable resource projects. Numerous public facility projects
including drinking water, wastewater and solid waste development and improvement projects have received funding
through this program. Grants are limited to $125,000 per project and loans are limited by the applicant’s debt capacity.
Application are due on or before May 15th of even-numbered years.
The RRGL Program also offers Planning Grants that can be used to pay for DNRC approved services necessary to
plan a renewable resource project. These services include: Preliminary Engineering Reports, technical investigation
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reports, and feasibility reports. The maximum amount for a planning grant is $10,000. In addition, Administrative
Grants are available for up to $5,000 and Watershed Planning Grants area available for up to $50,000.

7.3 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT (CDBG) - GRANT
The Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Program is a federally funded grant program providing assistance
to communities with development needs such as housing, public facilities, economic development and planning grants.
The program was established by the Federal Housing and Community Development Act of 1974 and is administered
nationally by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). All projects must be designed to
principally benefit low and moderate-income families. The applicant for CDBG funding must be a City, County or
Consolidated government. Water and Sewer District projects would need to be applied for by the County.

7.4 MONTANA INTERCAP PROGRAM - LOAN
The INTERCAP program is administered by the Montana Board of Investment, under the Montana Department of
Commerce. This program offers variable rate loans up to 15 years for public infrastructure projects. Interest rates are
adjusted annually on February 15 and the current interest rate is 1.25%. The maximum loan amount is established by
the eligible applicants legal debt limit. Prepayments are allowed without penalty. Eligible applicants include cities,
counties and water/sewer districts. This program has an open application period.

7.5 WATER POLLUTION CONTROL STATE REVOLVING FUND (SRF) - LOAN
The Montana Legislature established two State Revolving Fund (SFR) Loan Programs - one for water pollution control
projects (wastewater and non-point source projects) and the other for drinking water projects. Both programs provide
at or below market interest rate loans to eligible Montana entities. These programs are funded with capitalization grants
from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and are matched by 20% with state-issued general obligation
bonds. Combined, these two sources of funds create the "state revolving fund" from which loans are made and
borrower repayments revolve to provide loans for future infrastructure projects.
The Montana Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) is the administering agency and assures that the technical
and programmatic requirements of the program are met. The Montana Department of Natural Resources and
Conservation (DNRC) issues the state's general obligation bonds and makes loans to the project
borrowers. Cooperatively, DEQ and DNRC administer the State Revolving Fund Loan Programs.
This program provides loans for qualifying project at or below market interest rates. Currently the SRF program offers
a loan rate of 2.5% for up to 20 years. Drinking water project qualifying as disadvantaged may extend up to 30 years.
Eligible applicants include municipalities, public or private community systems, and non-profit non-community systems.
In order to be eligible for this program, the project must be added to the SRF Project Priority List and Intended Use
Plan. This annual process to identify projects that may need funding begins in July.

7.6 USDA RURAL DEVELOPMENT GRANT AND LOAN PROGRAM (RD) - GRANTS AND LOANS
The U.S. Department of Agriculture Rural Development (RD) is a federal program providing grants and loans to
communities of less than 10,000 people with priority given to communities with a population of less than 5,500. These
loans may be used to construct, repair, improve, expand, or modify rural water distribution and treatment facilities.
Funds are available for up to 75% of the eligible project costs. Eligible communities are those that are unable to obtain
financing at reasonable rates and terms elsewhere. Than maximum term of RD loans is 40 years or the useful life of
the facility, whichever is less. All loans must be secured. Bonds or notes pledging taxes, assessments, or revenues
may be accepted as security if they meet statutory requirements. Grants are only available if they are required to
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reduce the rates to a target level commensurate with the amounts residents in other similar communities pay. This
rate is typically set at one percent of the median household income.
Rural Development has an open application cycle. Each project is given a priority score based on income, population,
health and other consideration. The applicants with the highest priority points are selected to proceed with the
application process.

7.7 GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS
General obligation bonds for water facilities construction are usually retired by property taxes and therefore are
recommended only when the improvements will result in increased property value or provide benefits in direct
proportion to the value of the property. The mechanics of financing improvements under general obligation bonds are
relatively simple. A cost estimate prepared by the engineer is used to determine the amount of the bond issue; an
election is held, and, if the issue is authorized by the voters, the bonds are offered for sale. The money for construction
is obtained prior to the time the project is actually undertaken. This method of financing considers the improvements
to be of general benefit to all property. This type of bond generally carries a lower interest rate than revenue bonds,
thereby lowering user costs.

7.8 REVENUE BONDS
Revenue bonds are repaid solely from revenues derived from the facility. There is generally no legal limitation on the
amount of bonds that may be issued, but there is a practical limitation in that excessive offerings are not likely to attract
bids from responsible buyers. Furthermore, to entice a bond buyer's interest in the market today, an attractive bond
coverage factor of 125 percent (factor of safety) is required. Interest rates are generally higher for revenue bonds.
Higher interest rates along with required coverage factors will increase user costs. In some instances public facilities
are financed partly by general obligation bonds, and the balance by revenue bonds. By properly apportioning the two,
an equitable financing setup can often be created. In this manner, conditions are more favorable for the governmental
body to finance the system while relieving to some extent the financial restrictions on the system, had it been entirely
backed by revenue bonds.
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Figure 7-1: Project Funding Timeline Overview
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1. WATER AUDIT
1.1 INTRODUCTION
The water audit was conducted following the American Water Works Association Manual of Practice M36: Water Audits
and Loss Control Programs, Third Edition, 2009. The purpose of conducting the audit is to define water loss beyond
the historical “percent unaccounted for” estimate. AWWA guidance assists utilities to differentiate the water that is lost
from the system (“real losses”) from leaks, and the water that is consumed but not measured or billed (“apparent
losses”). In addition, the cost of water produced, along with the cost of lost revenue, is quantified, in order to allow the
District to make decisions on water loss control programs, based on the cost of water loss.

1.2 METHODOLOGY
The audit was developed using the AWWA Free Water Audit Software v5.0, an Excel-based spreadsheet. The
spreadsheet provides guidance, assists in initial assumptions, defines terms, estimates the annual real losses and
apparent losses, allows for documentation of information sources and assumptions within the spreadsheet, scores the
quality of the input data, and calculates an Infrastructure Leakage Index (ILI), which helps the utility gage its
performance. The ILI is calculated by dividing actual real losses by calculated unavoidable real losses (UARL). This
normalized value acknowledges that each system is different, and that some systems will have inherently higher losses
than others.
The AWWA Free Water Audit Software v5.0 Excel-based spreadsheet has been provided to the District to allow for
future audits that can be utilized to provide a basis in which to measure system improvements (i.e. reduced leakage,
water conservation, etc.). The spreadsheet includes the following tabs:
-

-

Instructions Tab – entries of system information, contact, address, units, water system identification, and table
of contents.
Reporting Worksheet Tab – sheet for inputs into system, including produced, billed, system operating
information, cost data, and validity of source information. Note that each input has a “?” button, which is linked
to the definitions tab. It also requests a score for the data quality of each input. Guidance for scoring is
provided for each input, and is also provided in the “Grading Matrix” Tab. The “+” button will direct the user
to the Comments tab, where documentation may be added.
Performance Indicators Tab – provides summary of losses, UARL, ILI, cost of apparent losses, and cost of
real losses.
Comments Tab – allows user to input documentation for each of the spreadsheet inputs.
Water Balance Tab – splits water produced into exported, supplied, consumed, lost, billed, unbilled, metered,
unmetered, authorized, unauthorized, and revenue-generating and non-revenue generating.
Dashboard Tab – provides above-listed categorization graphically. Also provides quantities and costs of nonrevenue water
Grading Matrix Tab – provides guidance for scoring the data used to estimate losses.
Service Connection Diagram Tab – provides a graphic of different configurations for service connections.
Definitions Tab – provides definition for all terms used in spreadsheet. Each definition is linked back to the
location in spreadsheet, for ease of navigation.
Loss Control Planning Tab – Guidance for data collection/improvement, reducing system losses, and for
setting ILI targets.
Example Audits Tab – provides a sample Reporting Worksheet, for reference.
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2. INPUT PARAMETERS
Data from Calendar Year 2014 was used to develop the Big Sky Water Audit. A summary of spreadsheet input
parameters are provided in the following sections. Water production and usage data was provided by the District.
Assumptions for unmeasured or unknown input parameters are based on AWWA guidelines. System data is based on
District GIS data and hydraulic model information. Lastly, cost data was generated from the FY2013-2014 Annual
Financial Report dated June 30, 2014.

2.1 WATER SUPPLIED
Volume from own sources for CY2014 was recorded as 301.635 MG, or an average of 826,397 gall/day. Water
produced from each of the wells is provided in Table 2-1 below.

Table 2-1: Big Sky Water Produced in CY2014
Source

MG produced in 2014

Average Production, gall/day

Meadow Village

108.343

296,830

Mountain Village

181.579

497,477

Lone Moose

11.713

32,090

TOTAL

301.635

826,397

Big Sky does not import water from any other source, so water imported was set to 0. Water exported (to Yellowstone
Club) was 45.211 MG, or 123,865 gall/day on average, in 2014. The total water supplied to the Big Sky System in
CY2014 was 256.424 MG. This estimate assumes 0% error in meter measurement (from the meter at the well sources,
as well as the meter to Yellowstone Club). Because master meters can be inaccurate in either direction (recording
more than actual or recording less than actual), and because no information was available as to the accuracy of the
meters, a 0% error was assumed for these meters.

2.2 AUTHORIZED CONSUMPTION
A total of 134.693 MG was metered and billed in CY2014 (not including the sale to Yellowstone Club), or an average
of 369,023 gall/day. No consumption was billed but unmetered. The District’s sewage treatment operations were the
only identified metered customers who aren't billed (city buildings, etc.). Meters are read monthly for sewer headworks
and admin building. Usage at compost facility is metered but not read (total usage since September 2010 is 2,010,724
(assume annual average of 400,000 gallons). 2014 unbilled metered volume was .874 MG/Yr (421702+52322+400,000
= 874,000).
It was assumed that 1.25% of total water supplied is unbilled and unmetered; this is the default value when no other
estimates are available. Unbilled unmetered consumption is authorized consumption, but is not tracked. Activities
contributing to unbilled unmetered consumption include fire fighting, flushing water mains, street cleaning, fire flow
tests, etc. Total authorized consumption is estimated to be 138.799 MG/year.

2.3 WATER LOSSES
Total Water Losses are calculated by subtracting the Authorized Consumption from the Water Supplied, or 117.626
MG/Year, averaging 322,263 gall/day.
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2.4 APPARENT LOSSES
Unauthorized consumption is assumed to be 0.25% of water supplied, or 0.641 MG/year; 0.25% is the default value in
absence of more definitive information. Unauthorized consumption includes water illegally withdrawn from hydrants,
illegal connections, bypasses around customer meters, or meter tampering. Customer metering inaccuracies were
assumed to be 5%; this means that the meter registers 95% of the flow that passes through it. Systematic data handling
errors were assumed to be 0.25% of billed metered consumption; this is the default value in the absence of more
definitive information. These are apparent losses caused by accounting omissions, errant computer programming,
gaps in policy, procedure, etc. Total apparent losses are estimated to be 8.114 MG/Year, averaging 22,230 gall/day.

2.5 REAL LOSSES
Real losses are estimated by subtracting the estimated apparent losses from the total water losses. Real losses for
the Big Sky system in CY2014 are estimated to be 109.511 MG/year, averaging 300,030 gall/day.

2.6 NON-REVENUE WATER
Non-revenue water (NRW) is water that has been produced and is “lost” before it reaches the customer. Losses can
be real losses (through leaks, sometimes also referred to as physical losses) or apparent losses (for example through
theft or metering inaccuracies), For Big Sky in CY2014, the District generated 121.731 MG, averaging 333,510 gall/day,
for which revenue was not collected.

2.7 SYSTEM DATA
Information about the infrastructure, including the length of water mains in the system, the numbers of service
connections in the system, the typical length of service line, and the average system operating pressure, is used in
determining the Unavoidable Annual Real Losses (UARL). Big Sky maintains 49.5 miles of water main. This includes
49.0 miles of main, along with 0.5 miles from 287 hydrant laterals. The total length of main does not include service
lateral length. There are 2,134 service connections in the District, for a service connection density of 43 connections
per mile of main length. The average operating pressure is 101 psi. This pressure was estimated by averaging all
junctions in the hydraulic model over a 24-hour period.

2.8 COST DATA
The total annual cost of operating the water system in FY 7/1/2013 – 6/30/2014 was $1,163,222. This cost includes
half of the general administrative costs of $478,936. The cost of lost revenue from apparent losses was estimated to
be $5.08 per 1,000 gallons. The variable production cost applied to real losses was estimated to be $2,126.62/MG.

2.9 INPUT SUMMARY
A summary of the aforementioned spreadsheet input parameters is presented in Table 2-2.
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Table 2-2: Water Audit Input Parameters
Category
Water Supplied

Authorized
Consumption

Water Losses

System Data

Cost Data

Parameter

Value

Comments / Assumptions

Well Water

301.635 MG/Yr

Meadow Village 132.145537 MG/Yr,
Mountain Village 166.066153 MG/Yr,
Lone Moose 9.8415 MG/yr.

Water Exported

45.211 MG/Yr

Yellowstone Club

Net total

256.424 MG/Yr

Billed Metered

134.693 MG/Yr

Total customer usage

Unbilled Metered

0.874 MG/Yr

Sewer treatment building and compost usage

Unbilled
Unmetered

3.205 MG/Yr

Assume 1.25% for flushing of water mains and
sewers, street cleaning, fire flow tests, etc.

Net total

138.773 MG/Yr

Total Water Loss

117.652 MG/Yr

Water supplied – authorized consumption

Unauthorized
Consumption

0.641MG/Yr

Apparent loss. Assume 0.25% for illegal
connections, meter bypasses, meter tampering,
etc.

Meter inaccuracies

7.135 MG/Yr

Apparent loss. Assume 5%

Systematic Data
Handling Error

0.337 MG/Yr

Apparent loss. Assume 0.25% for accounting
omissions, gaps in policy, procedure and
permitting/activation of new accounts, etc.

Real Losses

109.539 MG/Yr

Total Water Loss – Apparent Losses

Length of water
mains

49.5 miles

Service
connections

2,134

Average operating
pressure

101 psi

Total Annual
Operating Cost

$1,163,222

Customer Rate

$5.08 /1000gal

Variable Production
Cost

Big Sky Water & Sewer District
Water Audit

$2.13 /1000gal
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Assume half of general administrative: 50% X
$478,936 = $239,468
Water administrative costs = $246,405
Water Plant Expense = $677,349
Total = $1,163,222 for FY 7/1/2013 - 6/30/2014
FY13-14 water revenue from billing = $935,966.96
184,340,145 gall sold in FY13-14
$935,966/184340 = $5.08 per 1000 gallons
318.51 MG/yr produced in FY13-14
$677,349 - operating cost of water system in
FY13-14 (operating only, not administrative)
$677,349/318.51 = $2126.62/MG
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3. RESULTS
3.1 WATER AUDIT VALIDITY SCORE
The Water Audit Validity Score for the Big Sky system in CY2014 is 71. This score is based largely on the fact that
defaults were selected for losses. It is recommended to improve accuracy for unbilled metered consumption, volume
from own sources, and billed metered consumption.

3.2 NON-REVENUE WATER
One of the primary water audit results is the quantification of Non-revenue water (NRW). NRW is water that has been
produced and is “lost” before it reaches the customer. Losses can be real losses (through leaks, sometimes also
referred to as physical losses) or apparent losses (for example through theft or metering inaccuracies). For Big Sky in
CY2014, the District generated 121.731 MG, averaging 333,510 gall/day, for which revenue was not collected. The
quantity of NRW represents a large portion of the total water volume produced at 47.5%. The production costs
associated with NRW equate to approximately 24% of total operating cost. Additional result details are presented in
Table 3-1. Additionally, Figures 3-1 and 3-2 provide a breakdown of the NRW accounting (i.e. “water balance”) and
graphical illustration of calculated water losses, respectively.
The apparent loss volume is typically valued based on customer billing rate as these losses are associated with water
that is delivered but unaccounted for due to metering inaccuracies or illicit connections. The apparent losses totaling
8.113 MG/Yr is valued at $41,214.
The real loss volume, primarily associated with leakage, is typically valued based on production costs as these losses
represent increased production that is not tied to customer demand. However, in the case of the District and the
opportunity to sell excess water to the Yellowstone Club, valuing real losses based on both production cost and
customer rate is relevant. The real losses totaling 109.539 MG/Yr is valued based on production cost and customer
rate at $232,974 and $556,458, respectively.

3.3 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Performance indicators are used to identify both areas of improvement and potential magnitude of improvement. They
also serve as useful performance metrics for subsequent water audits. Primary performance indicators are as follows:


Unavoidable Annual Real Losses (UARL) is estimated based on length of main, density of service
connections, and system operating pressure.



Current Annual Real Losses (CARL) is an accounting of total losses minus apparent losses.



Infrastructure Leakage Index (ILI) is the ratio of CARL to UAR and provides an effective indicator of how
well the distribution network is being managed and maintained at the current operating pressure.

Table 3-1 below provides a summary of performance indicator results for Big Sky. The ILI of 5.05 indicates that there
is the potential to reduce leakage by approximately 500%. However, the capital expense to identify leakage and replace
infrastructure can be cost prohibitive. Each community must determine what its target ILI should be, based on the
availability of the resource, and the cost of providing water. Based on AWWA guidelines (Table 3), a target ILI of 3.0
to 5.0 is expected to be an appropriate range and can be refined once sources of leakage are better identified and
replacement costs can be evaluated in relation to production costs and/or lost revenue.
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Table 3-1: Performance Indicators for Big Sky Water System, CY2014
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Table 3-2: Targeting Guidelines for ILI
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on initial results of the water audit, real losses in the Big Sky system are 13 times greater than the estimated
apparent losses. Non-revenue water makes up 47.5% of the total water produced in the system. Apparent losses
represent a cost of $41,221 in lost revenue, and real losses represent $232,889 in production costs.
It is important to note that the split between the apparent and real losses are based on assumed information, with
regard to meter accuracy, data handling errors, and unauthorized consumption. As more information becomes
available (e.g., meter accuracy testing, etc.), it will be important to revisit the assumptions to confirm the split between
real and apparent losses.
To reduce real losses, it is recommended to create district metered areas (DMAs) or install temporary ultrasonic meters
in areas where both supply and metered usage can be isolated and subsequently evaluated to determine the magnitude
of losses that are occurring. Ultrasonic meters are available that strap on to the exterior of the pipe such that installation
is limited to excavating to expose the pipe and providing safety barricades during the duration of monitoring. The price
of these units typically range from $4,000 to $8,000.
Once the areas have been identified that have the greatest water loss, there are several options available to pinpoint
the location of the leaks. Leak detection can be time consuming and expensive. For this reason, it is recommended
to identify the areas with highest water loss before embarking on field leak detection.
There are several options for leak detection and technology is constantly improving. It is possible to purchase leak
detection equipment, such as listening rods and geophones. However, many utilities choose to enter into service
contracts with providers, such as Echologics or Pure Technologies. Much of the technology today enables the location
of leaks, based on the isolation of particular noise frequencies. The equipment used to log the leaks can be connected
to the system via a surface accessible feature, such as a valve or hydrant, and can be installed temporarily or
permanently. Alternatively, the logger can be injected into the system, and travel along the pipeline to detect leaks.
This technology is typically limited to transmission lines.
Another option for reducing real losses is to reduce operating pressures, where feasible. The hydraulic model may be
used to find opportunities for reducing pressure in the system, while maintaining minimum pressures, as required by
Montana DEQ.
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Big Sky Water & Sewer District Water Right Analysis

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Big Sky County Water & Sewer District (WSD) holds both ground water and surface
water, water rights. Several of these water rights are Statements of Claim, meaning
that they were perfected prior to July 1973 and are subject to further adjudication by the
Montana Water Court. Several water rights are water use Permits administrated by the
Department of Natural Resources and Conservation (DNRC). In addition, several
changes were submitted and authorized by the DNRC.
At the present time the WSD operates two production well fields, one at the Mountain
Village and one at the Meadow Village. There are seven off line wells located between
the Mountain Village and Meadow Village well fields. There exists an interconnecting
pipe line between both well fields. However, water can only be delivered from the
Mountain Village well field to the Meadow Village field. No water can be pumped from
the Meadow Village well field to the Mountain Village area. There are several pressure
zones and short term storage tanks incorporated into the water delivery system.
The focus of this water right review is to provide an independent look at the existing
water right documents found in the DNRC database and formulate recommendations to
the WSD Board on how to proceed in the next 5 years with the idea to better position
and preserve the existing water rights.
Toward that, end we recommend three alternatives with the preferred being listed first.
The alternatives include:
1. Submit a water right change application to the DNRC that consolidates the place
of use to a broadly defined service area. Change the listed purposes to
Municipal, which will afford the WSD more flexibility in actual water use and
delivery. Continue to perfect the existing water rights in terms of both flow and
volume.
2. Utilize off line wells and their water rights as mitigation for drilling and connecting
new wells to the system.
3. Although not recommended, a discussion is presented about potentially using the
two West Fork surface water irrigation water rights as mitigation for permitting
new production wells.
Additionally, action items are presented to better position existing water rights as they
move forward in the Montana Water Court general adjudication process. Finally, yearend reporting requirements are also presented.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this review is to build off the August 2015 Water System Source
Capacity Plan Update prepared by Western Groundwater Services. Specifically, WGM
Group reviewed the recommendations presented by Western Groundwater Services
from a water rights specific perspective and, where appropriate, WGM offers modified or
additional recommendations that Big Sky Water and Sewer District (WSD) should
consider taking to better protect and enhance their water rights in the next 3-5 year
period.
The following discussion begins with a review of existing water right documents. This
includes mapping the WSD service area, distribution network and water right places of
use. Maps can be found in Attachment A. Next, the following development areas are
each discussed in turn, summarizing and analyzing the existing appurtenant water
rights: Mountain Village, Lone Moose Meadow, Aspen Grove, Hidden Village, and
Meadow Village. Water right abstracts for these development areas are provided as
Attachment B.
Discussions are presented covering off line wells and year-end reporting requirements.
This is followed by a recommendations section that describes three alternatives to
consider moving forward:




Alternative 1: Establishing consistency in the description of the “service
area” concept and a global water right change application.
Alternative 2: Use existing off line well water rights as future mitigation
for new groundwater developments.
Alternative 3: Use of the West Fork surface water rights as mitigation.

Finally presented is a brief look into the future regarding obtaining additional water
rights in the Big Sky area.

2.0 MAPPING
Please see the maps provided in Attachment A. Map 1, Service Area Map depicts the
WSD existing service area and delineates in totality all the combined water right places
of use. Map 2, Water Distribution Map depicts the existing network of delivery
pipelines and the authorized service area. Map 3, Water Right Place of Use depicts
the individual well locations and the existing water rights.
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3.0 EXISTING WATER RIGHTS REVIEW
3.1 Existing Water Rights Review: Mountain Village
There are six unique water rights associated with the well field located near the
Mountain Village. These rights are listed in Table 1 below, along with basic information
about each right; for complete abstracts see Attachment B.
Table 1: Mountain Village Wells
Well
MT-1
MT-2
MT-3
MT-4
MT-5 & 6
MT-7
Totals

Water
Right
122636
122637
133733
61672
100737
30001796

Priority
Date
1/30/1974
1/30/1974
1/30/1974
10/21/1986
4/2/1997
4/25/2002

Purpose
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial

Listed Flow
Rate (gpm)
240
80
180
124
925
300
1,849

Flow Rate
Capability (gpm)
250
70
0
110
925 (700 & 225)
300
1,655

Listed
Volume (af)
194.06
64.69
145.54
150.0
592
241.84
983.84

Note: Total volume is calculated from MT-4, MT-5 & MT-6, and MT-7 only because of the volume cap remark
placed upon 100737.

For the Mountain Village wells, the water rights authorize a combined larger diversion
rate than is currently being produced. The reasons for the difference between the total
combined individual rights of 1,849 gpm and the currently diverted rate of 1,655 is
because of wells that are either off line (MT-3) and wells that cannot produce the flow
listed on the water rights (MT-2, MT-4). These wells are either not capable of the
diversion rates listed on the water rights because of either well, pump or plumbing
issues.
In the case of MT-3, the well is off line because of siltation, which can be corrected by
either down hole rehabilitation work or relocating and re-drilling the well. The
recommendations section will include specifics for MT-3, which are to first navigate the
DNRC change process creating a service area concept for all wells, and then
rehabilitating or re-drilling MT-3 as appropriate. If existing MT-3 is abandoned and redrilled, a DNRC replacement well filing will notify the DNRC that MT-3’s water right is
now being exercised from a new well.
The total volume listed in Table 1 above is the combined total from all the water rights
associated with the well field located near the Mountain Village. The total volume
available for use is 983.84 acre feet (af). There is a remark attached to water right
100737 that indicates the maximum volume associated with MT-1, MT-2, MT-3 and MT5 & 6 is 592 af. Please refer to page 2 of the abstract for 100737 in Attachment B for
the specific wording of the volume cap remark.
During the DNRC’s 1984 water right claim examination, the DNRC added a remark
identifying water rights associated with wells MT-1, 2, and 3 as being a manifold
system. In addition, the DNRC placed a volume cap on the associated water rights as
592 af/yr and required both yearly monthly records and progress reports.
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Lastly, MT-3 is currently off line and waiting for rehabilitation or redrilling. The water
right for MT-3 lists a flow rate of 180 gpm and a volume of 145.54 af/yr.
3.1.1 Water Right Analysis
Statements of Claim for the WSD were originally filed by Big Sky of Montana Inc in
1982. The claims went through a verification review process by the DNRC in 1983.
During the verification process, issue remarks were applied to some of these claims.
Issue remarks are remarks applied to a claim that indicate there are potential factual or
legal issues with the claim. Of the seven Statements of Claim submitted by Big Sky of
Montana Inc, three claims (41H 122636 00, 41H 122637 00 and 41H 133733 00) have
issue remarks. These claims were included in the basin 41H temporary preliminary
decree issued by the Montana Water Court in 1985. The issue remarks are as follows:
1. WATER RIGHT CLAIMS W122636-00, W122637-00 AND W133733-00 MAY BE
DUPLICATE CLAIMS.
2. THE PRIORITY DATE MAY BE QUESTIONABLE. THE DATE OF FILING THE FORM
GW2, NOTICE OF COMPLETION OF GROUNDWATER APPROPRIATION, IS
JANUARY 30, 1974.

The first remark indicates that the DNRC reviewer thought all three of these water right
claims were referring to the same well. There is no information in the water right file to
explain why the DNRC thought all three claims were filed for the same well. A review of
the well logs will show there are, in fact, three different well in the area.
The second remark relates to the claimed priority date of October 1, 1972. A GW2 form
was submitted to the court as a supporting document for this priority date. Although the
date originally claimed may be the date this well was first used, the court changed the
priority date to January 30, 1974, which is the date the GW2 form was filed. In order to
reinstate the original priority date, the filed GW1 form would need to be found. If a GW1
was never filed as required at the time, then by rule these claims will have a January 30,
1974 priority date.
The water right claims located in the Gallatin River basin (41H) will be re-examined at
some point in the future. At that time it will be necessary to meet with the DNRC in an
effort to resolve these issue remarks and potentially have them removed from the three
claims. Claims with issue remarks will likely receive objections from other water users
and/or interested parties. By statute, the Montana Water Court is required to resolve
issues, meaning that without objections these three claims would be placed in a Water
Court case and a master assigned to bring conclusion to the issues. If WSD desires,
the DNRC could be approached now in an effort to clear up the issues.
On June 15th of this year, the DNRC sent WSD a letter dated stating that it was
contacting water right owners who filed Notices of Completion of Groundwater
Appropriation forms with the county after July 1, 1973. The letter stated that they
needed to complete a new Notice of Completion form (form 602) to create a water right
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in the DNRC database. A review of the well log attached to the June 2015 letter and
the well log associated with water right filing 122637 (aka MT-2) shows that they are the
same log. Our recommendation is to send a letter to the DNRC withdrawing the
groundwater record number 17415 from the DRNC database.
There are seven wells connected to the water supply system located at the Mountain
Village. Some of the particulars of the wells and water rights are presented in Table 1
above. During processing of water right 100737 for MV 5 & 6, the DNRC placed a
volume cap of 592 af on not only MV-5 & 6 but also MV-1, MV-2, and MV-3. There is
no obvious discussion in the water right file on why the cap was placed upon these five
wells.
In the application materials for water right 100737, statements are made by the
applicant that the MT wells 1, 2, and 3 and 5 & 6 are a manifold system. The
application attachment comments for item 9, Amount of water, purpose of use, and
period of use provide information that over the next 20 years the total average daily
water demands for the entire Mountain Village was determined. Calculations were
presented showing that the average daily demand would be 528,097 gallons per day
(gpd) at build out, which is the equivalent of 592 af per year. In an effort to describe the
nature of the new water use permit (100737) and its association with other wells, the
DNRC added remarks to the issuance documents.
Because the public notice for water right 100737 stated a volume of 592 af, we do not
believe the DNRC would remove the volume cap remark without further analysis and
perhaps a new public notice. If WSD choses Alternative 1 below there may be an
opportunity to revisit and remove the remark because all the MT well water rights would
be included in a change application that would be public noticed.
Total flow—1,849 gpm

Total volume—983.84 Af/yr

3.2 Existing Water Rights Review: Lone Moose Meadow
Table 2: Lone Moose Meadow Wells
Well
Lone
Moose

Water
Right
115506

Priority
Date
4/4/2001

Listed Flow
Rate (gpm)
190 (two wells
95 each

Purpose
Multiple
Domestic

Flow Rate
Capability (gpm)
Unknown

Listed
Volume (af)
201.7

Table 2 above describes the existing water right; for a complete abstract see
Attachment B. The Lone Moose Meadow development is located in the NWSW of
Section 28 and between the Mountain Village and Meadow Village well fields. The
water right associated with the water system describes a two well field that serves both
the potable water needs to a 600 unit condominium complex and also provides water to
a small off stream reservoir which may be a storage tank.
Both production wells are currently off line. The Mountain Village well system is
currently delivering water to the Lone Moose storage tank.
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3.2.1 Water Right Analysis
Table 2 above identifies the water right for Lone Moose Meadow wells as having a
combined flow rate of 190 gpm and total volume of 201.7 af. The Project Completion
Report due date was extended in 2013 out to 2032. Depending on the flow rate and
annual volume actually perfected, this water right could be used as mitigation or
potentially relocated to a new well at another location.
Total flow—190 gpm

Total volume—201.7 af/yr

3.3 Existing Water Rights Review: Aspen Grove
Table 3: Aspen Grove Wells
Well
Aspen
Grove

Water
Right
100681

Priority
Date
5/13/1997

Purpose
Lawn & Garden,
Multiple Domestic,
Fire Protection

Listed Flow
Rate (gpm)
50 (two
wells 25
each)

Flow Rate
Capability (gpm)
Off

Listed
Volume (af)
33.52

Table 3 above describes the existing water right; for a complete abstract see
Attachment B. Aspen Grove development consists of 85 lots with approximately 30-35
lots remaining vacant. The development is located in the SE of Section 34. The water
use permit application was submitted to the DNRC in May 1997 and described a system
consisting of two production wells serving water for multiple domestic and residential
lawn and garden irrigation needs.
Although two wells were permitted, three wells were eventually drilled and connected to
the water supply system. This system includes a 250,000 storage tank. Wells 1 and 2
were drilled and tested at the time of the water right application review process. Well 3
was drilled and connected after the DNRC issued the water right. Wells 2 and 3 were
the two most recently in use. Currently no Aspen Grove wells are in production.
The unpermitted status of well 3 is addressed in a December 2000 file memo. In a
meeting between DNRC and WSD, it was determined that WSD could request that well
1 be taken off the water right and well 3 added as long as wells 1 and 3 produce the
same flow rate.
3.3.1 Water Right Analysis
Table 3 above describes the Aspen Grove well field water right. The combined flow
rate is 50 gpm and yearly volume is 33.52 af. Like Lone Moose Meadow, the Project
Completion Report is now due in 2032. The flow and volume perfected could be used
as mitigation for additional well development or potentially relocated.
Total flow—50 gpm

Total Volume—33.5 af/yr
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3.4 Existing Water Rights Review: Hidden Village
Table 4 below lists the Hidden Village well water rights and associated changes in
some detail; for complete abstracts see Attachment B.
Table 4: Hidden Village
Well
HV-1
HV-2
HV-1
Change
HV-2
Change
Total

Water
Right
122634
61763
122634

Priority
Date
4/1/1971
10/21/1986

61673

Commercial
Commercial
Municipal

Listed Flow
Rate (gpm)
85
116
85

Municipal

116

90.0

201

158.73

Purpose

Flow Rate
Capability (gpm)
Off
Off

Listed
Volume (af)
68.73
90.0
68.73

The Hidden Village well HV-1 water right was filed as a Statement of Claim (subject to
the Water Court Adjudication) by Big Sky of Montana in March 1982. The claim
information describes an 85 gpm well drilled to a depth of 45 feet. The well was
historically used for supplying water to the Camper Village and Mobile Home Court.
Camper Village now known as Hidden Village included 96 condominium units and 42
mobile home units.
In October 1986, Lone Mountain Springs Water Utility filed for a permit to add well HV-2
to the system. Well HV-2 produces 116 gpm from a deeper artesian aquifer.
Information in the permit application suggests that well HV-2 was to be connected to the
existing water system supplied by well HV-1 and supply additional water to the
Hidden/Camper village. In addition, 15 more condominium units would be added
making the total for both wells 127 condominium units and 42 mobile home units. A
141,000 gallon storage tank was also added to the system.
In February 1999, WSD submitted two water right change applications to the DNRC.
One for Provisional Permit 61673 (MV-2) and one for Statement of Claim 122634 (MV1). The purpose of both applications was to change the purpose from Commercial to
Municipal and integrate the Meadow Village wells and service area in a manifold water
delivery system.
3.4.1 Water Rights Analysis
Because both the Hidden Village and Meadow Village systems were manifold in the
recent past the analysis and discussions pertaining to both system are presented
together under the Meadow Village discussion below.
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3.5 Existing Water Rights Review: Meadow Village
Table 5 below details the Meadow Village wells and changes; for complete abstracts
see Attachment B.
Table 5: Meadow Village
Well

Water
Right

Priority
Date

MV-1

122635

4/1/1971

MV-1, MV-2,
MV-3, HV-1
Total

107416

11/15/1999

Purpose
Commercial,
Municipal
Municipal

Listed Flow
Rate (gpm)

Flow Rate
Capability (gpm)

220

220

Listed
Volume
(af)
177.89

985

1,307.38

985

1.307.38

Big Sky of Montana filed a statement of claim 122635 to the Water Court for the
Meadow Village 1 (MV-1) well listing a priority date of April 1, 1971. The claim
describes a well producing 220 gpm with a volume of 177.89 af for use in the Meadow
Village and Sweetgrass Hills area. The purpose was listed as commercial.
A change application for this right was submitted in February 1999 by WSD. The intent
of the application was to change the purpose of use to Municipal and add the well to the
Meadow Village/Hidden Village manifold well service area system. The change was
authorized by the DNRC in August 2000.
In November 1999, WSD submitted an application to the DNRC for additional water
rights. Provisional Permit 107416 describes the need for additional flow and volume
from existing wells serving the Meadow Village/Hidden Village service area. Ultimately
in August 2000 the DNRC issued a Provisional Permit for a maximum flow rate of 985
gpm and a yearly volume of 1,307.38 af/yr.
Four wells are described as part of the system. Production wells include Hidden Village
#1, Meadow Village 1, 2, and 3. The HV-2 was described in the permit application as in
use as a backup only. We believe that is why the issuance documents only describe
the four other wells as being production wells.
March 2007, WSD filed a change application for water use Permit 107416. The change
application proposed to add two additional points of diversion (wells) to the existing well
field. The two new wells were proposed to be located in the Meadow Village area with
one located east and one located west of existing wells 1, 2, and 3. The wells are
known as MV-4 (east) and MV-5 (west). The permitted flow of 985 gpm and yearly
volume of 1,307.38 af/yr for the entire manifold system were not changed. The purpose
remains as Municipal. The change was authorized in June 2007.
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3.5.1 Water Rights Analysis - Hidden Village/Meadow Village
Because the HV/MV well system is described on paper as a manifold system, we feel it
best to provide one discussion on the combined flow and volume available. The
individual water rights for HV and MV are described in Tables 4 & 5 respectively.
Initially, our review suggested that a combined flow and volume from HV-1 and HV-2
available for relocation or use as mitigation was 201 gpm (HV-1; 85 gpm, HV-2 116
gpm) and a yearly volume of 158.73 (HV-1 68.73 af/yr, HV-2; 90 af/yr). However, we do
not believe that is the case because of the flow and volume cap placed upon the
issuance document for last water right permit issued in August 2000 for the entire
system, 107416.
Water use Permit 107416 and a later change authorization describe the Hidden
Village/Meadow Village well field as consisting of a total of 6 wells. Meadow Village
wells 1, 2, 3 were drilled and connected to Hidden Village well 1. Yet to be drilled
Meadow Village wells 5 and 6 were also authorized. Currently, we understand that
Meadow Village wells 5 and 6 have been drilled but are not yet connected to the
distribution system. In a November 1999 letter to DNRC, WSD described the existing
appropriated volume as 246.62 af with an anticipated annual volume requirement of
1,554 af. The DNRC subtracted the appropriated volume from the expected volume
and issued the change for an additional volume of 1,307.38.
The flow rate discussion is somewhat confusing. The November 1999 letter to DNRC
stated that the total capacity of all six wells would be 985 gpm when improvements were
complete. The DNRC issued the change authorization in June 2007 with a maximum
system flow rate of 985 gpm. This may have been an error if the total system capacity
is 985 versus the difference between the previously authorized flow of 622 gpm and the
anticipated increase in flow by adding wells 5 and 6 of 363 gpm.
Total flow—985 gpm

Total volume—1,307.39

Note 1: Hidden Village well 2 is described as a backup. We believe the flow and
volume associated (116 gpm, 90 af) is available for use elsewhere.
Note 2: If the 985 gpm flow rate holds and is not revisited by the DNRC as part of
either a project completion report or future change, it will make a difference in future
planning efforts. The manifold system will have a combined capacity, on paper, of
985 gpm that could be either pumped from the 6 wells, partially pumped from the 6
wells or partially relocated to new wells if needed.
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3.6 Existing Water Rights Review: West Fork of West Gallatin
Table 6: West Fork of West Gallatin
Water
Right
148445
148446
Total

Priority Date
6/23/1902
5/15/1952

Purpose
Irrigation
Irrigation

Listed Flow
Rate (cfs)
9.1
9.1

Flow Rate
Capability (cfs)
5.5
5.5
5.5

Maximum
Acres
240
240
240

The WSD owns and operates a Meadow Village surface water irrigation system. There
are two historic irrigation water rights associated with the lands that are now primarily
occupied by the golf course and associated parks; for complete abstracts see
Attachment B. These two water rights were issued in a Temporary Preliminary Decree
by the Montana Water Court in 1985. The water right claims in the Gallatin River basin
(41I) are scheduled for re-examination and issuance in a Preliminary Decree in 2020.
Water right 41I-148445 lists a priority date of June 23, 1902, a flow rate of 9.1 cubic feet
per second (cfs) and a place of use consisting of 240 acres. The water right claim is
based on a Notice of Water Right filed in 1902 by Augustus Crail. The Notice lists a
diversion rate of 500 Miner Inches (12.5 cfs) for use on his lands laying along the North
bank of the West Fork of the West Gallatin River.
Water right 41I-148446 lists a priority date of May 15, 1952, a flow rate of 9.1 cfs and a
place of use consisting of the same 240 acres identified in 148445 above. The water
right claim is based upon a Notice of Appropriation filed by Samuel Smeding who
claimed 800 Miner Inches (20 cfs) for use on irrigated crop and pasture lands. The
place of use is south of the North and Middle Forks of the West Fork of the West
Gallatin River.
These two water rights were recently amended to include Little Coyote pond as part of
the historic irrigation system. The Water Court agreed that WSD provided sufficient
information to confirm that the reservoir known as Little Coyote pond was constructed
and became part of the irrigation system prior to July 1, 1973. No other elements were
modified through the Water Court.
3.6.1 Water Rights Analysis
Both 148445 and 148446 are based on filed water right appropriation documents.
Current DNRC water right claim examination rules for filed rights allow claim examiners
to apply a standard of 17 gpm/acre. For the 240 acres claimed, the 17gpm/acre
guideline equates to a diversion rage of 9.1 cfs. If the claim examiner determines that
fewer acres were historically irrigated than 240, an issue remark would be added to the
claim. If the Water Court agrees to fewer than 240 acres, then the flow rate would be
adjusted downward based on the agreed upon historically irrigated acreage.
At the current time there is no acreage issue remark on either West Fork irrigation
claim. The WSD will need to monitor DNRC claim examination during the re-
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examination in the coming years to ensure, where possible, that both claims remain free
of remarks.

4.0 OTHER DISCUSSIONS
4.1 Off Line Wells
A review of the available data suggests that several wells, (MT-3, Lone Moose (2),
Aspen Grove (3) and Hidden Village (2) are currently off line, i.e., not in use. In
Montana, any water right that is not utilized in some form for a documented period of 10
years or more could be challenged as abandoned. Initially, if the period is less than 10
years, the burden of proof lies with the party asserting abandonment. However, if the
period is 10 or more years the burden to proof reverts to the water right owner to show
no intent to abandon. However, because both Lone Moose and Aspen Grove have until
2032 to complete their projects, the abandonment clock will not start ticking until after
that date.
4.2 Year-end Reporting
Western Groundwater Services reported in August 2015 that several reports are due to
the DNRC before 12/31/2015. Specifically, reports are due for the following water right
permits or changes
Table 7: Reports Due to DNRC
Well
HV-1, MV-1, MV-2, MV-3

Water Right
122634

Type
Change

HV-1, MV-1, MV-2, MV-3

122635

Change

HV-2

61673

Permit / Change

MV-1, MV-2, MV-3, MV-4,
MV-5, HV-1

107416

Permit / Change

MV-5, MV-6

100737

Permit

MV-7

30001796

Permit

Report Required
Measurements
Progress
Completion / Extension
Measurements
Progress
Completion / Extension
Measurements
Progress
Completion / Extension
Measurements
Progress
Completion / Extension
Measurements
Progress
Measurements

Note: One document can be submitted with a combined report regarding water use measurements and can
include one or more extension applications.
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5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 Alternative 1
In an effort to have the WSD water rights best reflect reality on the ground, we suggest
a more comprehensive approach. At the present time the WSD service area boundary
and the water right places of use are not consistent. Please see Maps 1 and 3, in
Attachment A. In addition, several different purposes are listed on the various water
rights. Purposes include Commercial, Multiple Domestic, and Municipal. The WSD
could file one water right change application that brings consistency to both the purpose
and place of use.
The change application would ask the DNRC to issue an authorization combining
several purposes into a single purpose of Municipal. In addition the potential place of
use could be expanded to match that of a larger projected potential growth area.
The WSD owns and operates two well fields, the Mountain Village wells and the
Meadow Village wells. There are several wells (Lone Moose Meadow, Aspen Grove,
and Hidden Village) located between the Mountain Village and Meadow Village. With a
scientific argument, perhaps taking the form of a hydrologic model, the DNRC could be
convinced to issue a change authorization allowing the WSD to relocate wells and water
rights not currently in use to one or the other of the two operating well fields.
We are not proposing that WSD contract for a complete new model effort because we
are aware that the Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology is currently working in the
Big Sky area. We would suggest that any modeling effort needed for WSD build on the
information already available from MBMG if available for public use. The modeling
effort could be used to predict the effects of relocating off line WSD wells to either well
field.
Another aspect to consider is unifying the purpose of Municipal to all wells. Any that are
off line such as MT-3 could be relocated a reasonable distance and re-drilled without
going through the DNRC change process. There are some conditions that WSD should
be aware of: the flow rate limit is 450 gpm, the new well will need to be drilled into the
same aquifer, and the old well will need proper abandonment.
5.2 Alternative 2
In 1993 the Montana State Legislature passed a bill effectively creating the Upper
Missouri River basin closure. The closure stopped the DNRC from issuing any new
surface water use permits above Morony Dam which is located near Great Falls. There
are a few exceptions to the closure including groundwater, non-consumptive uses,
domestic, municipal and stock uses, and projects that propose to store water during
high spring flows. In a 2006 Supreme Court case (TU v DNRC) the court ruled that
surface and groundwater are connected. The DNRC interpreted the court ruling to
mean that although groundwater and municipal uses are accepted from the closure, the
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DNRC cannot issue any new groundwater permits without mitigation for the
consumptive component of the new use.
If the WSD wishes to drill and permit additional groundwater wells the DNRC will require
mitigation. Mitigation is the retirement of an existing water right(s) to compensate
(make the system whole) for the consumptive portion of the new use. This alternative
involves the use of the off line wells and their respective water rights as needed for
mitigation of new wells.
5.3 Alternative 3
Alternative 3 involves using the West Fork golf course irrigation water rights as partial
mitigation for future groundwater development. This option will present many
challenges. At the present time, the DNRC requires that mitigation efforts very closely
mimic the calculated depletions of a new development in terms of amount, timing, and
location. The idea of using only seasonal irrigation water rights to offset depletions
caused by a year-long appropriation for municipal use may not be sufficient for the
DNRC to grant a new water use Permit. A recent Montana Supreme Court decision
(Bostwick v DNRC) suggests for deeper wells irrigation season only mitigation may be
sufficient.
The use of West Fork irrigation water rights as mitigation would require that something
“on the ground” change. In other words, historically irrigated lands would need to be
permanently retired from being irrigated by West Fork water. Regardless of what the
current water right claim files state in terms of flow rates, volumes, and total acreage, it
is likely that those elements will be reduced in the next stage of the Montana general
water right adjudication process.
Both West Fork claims are based on filed notices of appropriation stating rather large
flow rates. The Water Court recently agreed with an amendment effectively adding the
reservoir (Little Coyote) to both water right claims; a future review will be based on the
flow rate, volume, and acres irrigated from the golf course irrigation system. It is not
likely that both water right claims will retain their listed flow rates, the volumes will be
replaced by a remark that states that “The total volume of this right shall not exceed the
amount put to historical and beneficial use”, and the acreage may or may not change.
Because the uncertainty of the final outcome of the WSD’s two West Fork surface water
rights and the rigors of the DNRC change review process, we do not recommend
including the two West Fork water rights for use as mitigation to offset additional
groundwater developments.
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6.0 LOOKING FORWARD
From a water rights perspective, the Montana Water Court continues to work with the
DNRC in the issuance of decrees in the numerous river basins across the state. The
water right Statements of Claim in Basin 41H, the Gallatin River, were issued as a
Temporary Preliminary Decree in September 1985. The water right claims were
reviewed under the DNRC’s Verification procedures which are not as rigorous as the
Examination procedures used today.
In 2019-2020, the DNRC will once again review the water right claims in the Gallatin
River basin 41I. The Water Court will issue Preliminary Decree. It will be important for
the WSD to enter into the next decree with as few issue remarks as possible on the
existing water right claims. The WSD has claims on several wells associated with the
potable water delivery system and two West Fork surface water irrigation claims.
The DNRC permitting and water right change processes are very challenging. Because
the Gallatin River basin is part of the Upper Missouri River closure, any new water use
permit requires an accompanying mitigation change application. The mitigation effort
describes the retirement of one or more existing water rights in an effort to compensate
in terms of amount, timing, and location any new consumption.
Because of the WSD location (upstream from hundreds of water rights), providing an
adequate mitigation plan will prove to be very challenging when new municipal wells are
needed that increase consumption above what is already permitted. We believe it is
vitally important to consolidate existing WSD water rights where appropriate in an effort
to preserve options moving forward in time.
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Attachment B
General Water Right Abstracts

Meadow Village
Well

Water
Right

Priority
Date

MV-1

122635

4/1/1971

MV-1, MV-2,
MV-3, HV-1

107416

11/15/1999

Purpose
Commercial,
Municipal
Municipal

Listed Flow
Rate (gpm)

Flow Rate
Capability (gpm)

220

220

985

BIG SKY WATER & SEWER DISTRICT

Listed
Volume
(af)
177.89
1,307.38

